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Abstract 

Lord Prof. PhD Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-DObreva developed in 2006, "Theory 

of degree of democracy" and "Theory of degree of justice/injustice/" based on their practice in court, 

prosecutor's office, state. Since 2003, Prof. Momchil Dobrev has been creating the Theory of Corruption, 

"Theory of the Mafia, "Theory of Mafiaism", "Financial Banking Resource Technological Mafiosoted 

Materialism" and based on their practice they prove that in Bulgaria there is rule of law and that the Mafia 

rules as the court , the prosecutor's office, the state in Bulgaria. Prince Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev in relation 

to his fight with this mafia even after 9 attempts to kill him and his family since 2011, he will continue to fight 

this mafia. 
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1. Introduction 

Lord Prof. PhD Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva developed in 2006, "Theory of 

degree of democracy" and "Theory of degree of justice/injustice/" based on their practice in court, prosecutor's 

office, state and especially the practice of Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva as a judge for dozens of years 

experience as such as a civil and criminal judge and Prof. Momchil Dobrev participated as an observer of various 

types of elections. Prof. Momchil Dobrev created in 2001, Theory of Corruption and Theory of the Mafia and 

Theory and Practice of Mafiaism, which contribute to clearing the Theory of the degree of democracy. 
 

In the year 2001, Lord Prof. Momtchil DObrev developed the Theory of the mafia and Theory of corruption. All 

the two theories have been developed by analyzing the mafia and the corruption all over the wprld. In Bulgaria, 

Germany, European Union, and other countries. In the year 2010, Lord Prof. Momtchil Dobrev developed the 
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"Theory of Mafiotismus" as a new type of government oriented only and only in the private interests of private 

individuals and private institutions. 
 

The fight against the mafia and corruption in Bulgaria in Private Judicial Enforcement after its formation in 2006 

and the corresponding signals to the European Commission and the European Union do not give results because 

the mafia is at the highest state and European level and does what it wants. This mafia holds the courts, the 

prosecutor's office and all kinds of government institutions and the latter carry out its orders. Even after the 9 

attempts to kill Prince Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev after 2011 for his fight against this mafia, the fight will not 

stop, as Professor Zivko Stalev says - "A state without the rule of law is a form of organized crime!!” 

  

1.1 Introduce the Problem 

The problem with the mafia and corruption in Bulgaria and in the European Union and the European 

Commission is huge. We have repeatedly applied evidence of the scale of this mafia. The basis of this mafia and 

corruption in Bulgaria and the European Union and the European Commission, Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev 

established in 2001. "Mafia Theory" and "Corruption Theory" with all its manifestations. Based on these 

theories, Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev also defines the formula of the mafia, the formula of corruption. Based on 

these processes, Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev also created the Theory and Practice of Mafitiism, defining a 

formula for mafia, how it works, how it is organized, in whose interests it works at its expense. 
 

Corruption and the mafia in a country destroy democracy, freedoms, human rights, the rule of law. As a result 

lor. Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Lady Prof. Marioal Garibova-Dobreva also created "Theory of the Degree of 

Democracy" and "Theory of the Degree of Justice / Injustice" as well as "Theory of Socio-Humanism" - a 

society that excludes the shortcomings of neoliberalism, globalism, wild market economy, and creates the 

foundations of a New Human Society based on completely different principles, as well as economic and social, 

managerial and others. 
 

As a result of the struggle of Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev against corruption and the mafia in Bulgaria and the 

European Union and the European Commission since 2011. Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev experienced 9 / nine / 

attempts to assassinate him and his relatives. 

 

2. Research Methods 

Research methods of analysis, verification, control of all factors in corruption and the mafia in the judicial 

system and more specifically among judges, the prosecutor's office, private judicial enforcement, which 

influence a society on its viability, on the degree of democracy in this society, on laws, their implementation by 

judges, prosecutors, statesmen, ministers, prime ministers, state and municipal officials, private bailiffs and 

others. 

- Analysis of the laws of Bulgaria and the European Commission and the European Union 

- Analysis of all authorities in a country - judicial, legislative, executive and of the European Union and the 

European Commission 

- Analysis of the implementation of the laws of a country and the European Commission 

- Analysis of the existence of corruption and mafia in the judicial system, in the state system and in the European 

Union. 

- Analysis of the judicial system - laws, judges, election of judges, development of judges, violations of judges, 

disciplinary and other responsibility of judges, prosecutors, investigators, guarantors of democratization in a 

society. 

 

3. The mafiotization of the court system of Bulgaria and the support of this mafia by the 

European Union and the Commission and the USA with Presidents Obama, Trump, Joe 

Biden 

Bulgaria- the mafia has its country 
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European Commission and USA- the mafia has its allies country- the USA, which supports the mafia in 

Bulgaria! 
 

Illuminati financier: "Give me control of the central bank of a country and I would not care who rules that 

country!" 
 

Mafia politician Agent of State Security and Foreign Intelligence- USA and others: "Give me the office and the 

management of the court and prosecutor in one country and i don't care who rules and i will legalize any crime!! 
 

Professor Zivko Stalev- "A state without the rule of law is a form of organized crime!!" 
 

Sofia City Court Judge Vladimir Valkov / in a court hearing on a case in Sofia City Court: "Mr. Dobrev, 

Bulgarian judges are not responsible for their judicial acts!!!!" 
 

Corruption and the mafia in the court in Bulgaria has become the norm in Bulgaria and it is supported by the 

European Commission and Union and the USA, which means that the mafia has conquered the EC and the EU 

and the USA. That the prime minister appoints the chief prosecutor has become the Norm. It's clear why! Even if 

there are crimes by the executive power, the Minister's man - President Boyko Borisov should not bring charges 

against his ministers and against him. It is not by chance that Prosecutor Kokinov declares to Minister President 

Boyko Borisov that Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov - "You did it!!" Sotir Tsatsarov's successor is now his 

favorite Ivan Geshev, who investigated ministers and the minister chairman Boyko Borisov for records and 

others! That the prosecutor's office does not bring charges against ministers and prime ministers and statesmen 

has become Norm - law. 
 

It is a Norm for Chairmen of the Supreme Court of Cassation and the Supreme Administrative Court to be 

appointed people close to the executive power - in the specific case of Prime Minister Boyko Borisov. This is 

how Georgi Kolev, a criminal judge from the Sofia City Court who graduated from the School of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs, was appointed as the chairman of the Supreme Administrative Court. A judge who was only and 

only a criminal judge, what does he understand by administrative proceedings and who, even after his 

replacement by Judge Cholakov as the Chairman of the Supreme Administrative Court, Judge Kolev remains as 

the Supreme Administrative Judge, without appearing for a competition for supreme administrative judge. 
 

This is the same when in 2012 the chairman of the Supreme Court of Cassation, Prof. Lazar Gruev, proposed as 

his deputy - the chairman of the Sofia District Court, judge Krasimir Vlahov. The same judge Vlahov who as 

deputy The President arbitrary appoints judges to each case although an electronic random selection system 

exists. That appointing specific supreme judges for specific court cases is a crime that has been committed by 

him for more than 7 /seven years. And as a cover of the lawlessness in the Supreme Court OF Cassation judge 

Krasimir Vlahov since 2012. Acts acts as supreme judge without having ever participated in a competition for 

supreme judge, after consultation with the Supreme Judicial Council. Or like the appointment of judge Alexey 

Trifonov as chairman of the Sofia City Court, who has no proven Bulgarian citizenship and Eroden in Russia, 

and within the legal period of 6 months, his parents in the Conscious Union did not request that he receive 

Bulgarian citizenship. 
 

This is the mafia in the Bulgarian Court- the largest court- Sofia City Court, to be ruled by a judge who does not 

have Bulgarian citizenship and who has the support of the chairman of the Movement for Rights and Freedoms 

party, with honorary chairman Ahmet Dogan, who in the distant 1992 gave a list of Bulgarian spies to the USA, 

Turkey, and in one night tens hundreds of Bulgarian spies in Turkey and other countries were slaughtered. As it 

was, a person from the mafia is elected for the second term as chairman of the Sofia Court of Appeals, and this is 

the court that legalizes the crimes of the judges of the Sofia City Court, for theft of property, legalizes the crimes 

committed by judges, prosecutors, people and companies of the mafia. And to top it off, the Supreme Court of 

Cassation only confirms these crimes, these legalizations of theft, of crimes, theft of property, by people of the 

mafia, theft of property by oligars- "former agents of state security. 
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During socialism, it was impossible to appoint policemen who graduated from the school of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs and took part in special courses on civil and criminal law and attributing to them a completed 

education- "Lawyer", as prosecutors and judges. This is exactly where the process of replacement of the lawyers 

appointed during socialism takes place in 1993, where the salaries of judges and prosecutors appointed during 

socialism are purposely kept low and the replacement of these judges with judges of the mafia, who are 

appointed with protections, begins competitions, no exams. In violation, even appointed judges from the mafia 

jump ranks and instead of 5 years to become a district judge to a city judge, for some judges of the mafia this 

happens in months, judges who serve the mafia and carry out orders of the mafia grow in career instantly and 

quickly. The appointment of junior judges and junior prosecutors takes place after an agreement at meetings of 

politicians with presidents of the Supreme Court of Cassation and the Supreme Administrative Court that they 

will be elected only then if they carry out mafia orders. This agreement is made before each contest. Another 

mafia practice in the court is the transfer of judges from courts 450 kilometers away from the capital Sofia to 

Sofia District Court and Sofia City Court. Judges are appointed from Varna, Burgas, Dobrich, and other courts 

500-550 kilometers away from the capital Sofia in courts in Sofia. 

 

3.1. The mafiotization of the judicial system- a retrospect 

It all started in the years 1991-1993. Deliberately, during these years of galloping inflation, rising prices of goods 

and services, an avalanche-like increase in prices, services, the salaries of judges and prosecutors, who were 

appointed during socialism, were deliberately not raised. In this way, people who have acquired neutrality and 

legality are intended to leave the profession of judges and prosecutors, just to support their families. That's how 

it happens- honest, principled, moral, dignified, non-corrupted judges and prosecutors in the first wave, 1994-

1994, left the judicial system, the second wave was in 1997-1998, the years of bank bankruptcies, 3000 percent 

interest rates, currency crisis, economic crisis, refusal of payment of foreign debt. 
 

After these two waves, the appointment of the judges and prosecutors of the mafia and of various mafia groups, 

which currently belong to 4-6 mafia groups in Bulgaria. It really mixes the legislative with the parliamentary 

authority, the power of the powerful, laws are passed that serve the mafia and lawlessness, laws are accepted that 

legalize the crimes of mafia people. 
 

Corruption has become the norm. The mafia has become the norm. There is no rule of law. there is no leading 

role of the law. It has full control and management of estestevinet human rights. There is no justice in the court 

system. The judges can write themselves any decisions and nobody can punish them even for the complete 

absurdance that proves the execution of their orders. There is no separation of state powers. The judiciary is 

controlled and managed by the mafia. There is no judicial control of the illegality of the judicial acts of judges. 

There is no judicial review for the constitutional reasonableness of the laws. There is no judicial control over the 

absurd decisions of the mafia judges. There is no judicial protection of citizens' rights. There is legalization of 

the crimes of people from the mafia and of the mafia itself. There is a violation of the sovereignty of law, justice. 

There is no guarantee of the rule of law. There is no legal regulation. This leads to a state of lawlessness - of the 

mafia. Compliance with all individual legal entities is not guaranteed. The judicial system and the state does not 

act against the law, but against The orders and legalization of the mafia. The judiciary is subject to party interests 

 

3.2. Evidence of the mafiotization of the court in Bulgaria 

Evidence of mafia in Bulgaria in court and prosecutor's office 

There is a very rapid improvement in the financial situation of judges and prosecutors. This happens in just three 

or four years. Judges and prosecutors buy housing with loans from banks, just to cover up their extra income as 

judges - mostly unproven. The proof of the existence of corrupt practices and the receipt of sub-cases by judges 

is the fact that in just two or three years judges and prosecutors repay the loans taken by banking institutions for 

the purchase of their apartments. An analysis of income proves that it is practically impossible with their income 

as judges or prosecutors to pay their mortgages to banking institutions in just two or three years. 
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The struggle over who will become a judge or prosecutor in Bulgaria is the size of the skin. On the contrary, in 

Western countries, young people prefer to gain experience and become lawyers, and only after solving their 

material needs do they turn to the judicial profession. It is even a concrete fact that judges in the Western 

countries become persons with many years of experience as lawyers and at the age of 40-50. Ie There are cases 

of acquiring property for millions of levs as prosecutors owning property for millions, judges from the Supreme 

Court of Cassation, the Sofia City Court, criminal judges in just two or three years acquire studios for 130,000 

euros, then become chairmen of the Specialized Courts. corruption and the mafia in the country must be 

investigated, not just criminal groups. 
 

Judicial practice is that: According to a survey, up to 89 percent of cases are bought. There are cases when the 

judge himself asks for money from the parties. And which party gave more money in favor of that country is 

decided and the corresponding decision. 
 

According to a study, judges want bribes as follows: 

- 28% in person 

- 33% of relatives and friends 

- 19% through other magistrates 

- 29% by answering 

- Only 2% no answer. 
 

It is common practice for a magistrate in court to have a relative lawyer through whom the bribery is negotiated. 

It is also a common corrupt practice that whole families are judges in the courts. For example, Judges Neychevi - 

a family in the Sofia City Court, Judge Valkov and - a judge in the Sofia City Court, his wife, a judge in the 

SCC. Judges in the Supreme Court of Cassation - whole families, relatives, friends. Corruption is an element of 

the judiciary. Among prosecutors, 33% openly told a lawyer about informal talks to clarify the amount of the 

bribe. Judicial officers sought 43% to seek faction with the help of lawyers. In 78% of cases, lawyers received 

hints of money and services. 99% of the lawyers are aware of the schemes with the mechanisms, the ways of the 

corrupt practice. 
 

In examinations and anonymous examinations, how much and in what way and how often do judges take bribes, 

regardless of the amount and type of results: 

- Very often- 13% 

- Often- 16.8% 

- Not very often- 13.2% 

- Rarely- 16.4% 

- Never- 3% 

 

4. The neolibaral neo-fascist mafia norm of lawlessness and genocide of law among the judges 

who serve the mafia in Bulgaria and the Inaction and support of this mafia from the USA and 

the European Union and the European Commission with Presidents Barroso, Jean Claude 

Juncker and Ursula von der Leyen and former Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany 

The norm is the incompetence of the judges - judges Albena Boteva, Liubka Golakova, Vladimir Valkov, Rayna 

Martinova, Chekhlarov. The Supreme Judicial Council and the Inspectorate To the Supreme Judicial Council is 

the protection and support and guarantee of this mafia in court and prosecutor's office. The very system of the 

Supreme Judicial Council, in which judges and prosecutors are elected by the mafia, thus concretes the crimes of 

their colleagues. The Inspectorate at the Supreme Judicial Council has been illegit for more than two years since 

the mandate of all inspectors ended more than two years ago they. All the acts of these inspectors- former judges 

and procurators are illegal and really crimes. Disrespect and non-enforcement of laws by judges and prosecutors 

is the norm. It is the norm for a judge to determine himself under which law the case should be filed, and not 

according to the interest of the plaintiff- citizens or company, so he can then dismiss the case- i.e. there is a 

change of the right, change of the law. 
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The judge does what he want with the case- if there is an order to stop it, it stops it by legalizing crimes 

committed by judges, by mafia people and mafia companies. Corruption of judges is the norm. It is the norm for 

judges to own properties worth millions without being able to prove that they purchased them with their salary- 

the same and only with the salary- as Judge Russi Aleksiev acquired properties worth millions in Sofia, Greece- 

a house, and has a claim for 295,000 euros- interesting from what receivables. The norm is that the ministers of 

justice do not fulfill their duties when there is evidence of lawlessness of judges and prosecutors under Art. 312 

of the Law on the Judiciary and to request their dismissal from the Supreme Judicial Council - these are 

ministers Hristo Ivanov, Pavlova, Tsetska Tsacheva, Ekaterina Zaharieva, Danail Kirilov, Ahladova, Prof. 

Yanaki Stoilov, Nadezhda Yordanova, Krum Zarkov. 
 

Norm is that court presidents protect their judges and do not fulfill art. 312 of the Law on the Judiciary and 

nobody wants their disciplinary punishment, let alone dismissal from the Supreme Judicial Council - such are the 

presidents Metodi Lalov, Alexei Trifonov- Sofia City Court, Svelin Mihailov and Georgi Kolev- SGS, Daniela 

Doncheva- Sofia Court of Appeal, Lausanne Panov- Supreme Court of Cassation, Prof. Lazar Gruev - Supreme 

Court of Cassation, Alexander Angelov- President of the Sofia District Court, Judge Lozan Panov- President of 

the Supreme Court of Cassation, President Plamen Petkov- President of the Sofia District Court, All presidents 

of the courts. 
 

The norm is the abuse of judicial power by mafia judges. Violation of citizens' freedoms and rights is the norm. 

These are the norms of neo-liberal neo-fascism in the judicial system in Bulgaria. And as a cover - this entire 

mafia in the judicial system is maximally supported by the European Commission and the European Union with 

presidents Baroso, Junker, Ursula Von Der Leyen and by the USA with presidents Obama, Trump and Joe 

Biden. The mafia has a country. The mafia in the European Commission and the European Union has copies in 

Bulgaria who carry out everything they order. There is no system of sanctions against guilty judges. 
   

A norm of bias and prejudice and fulfilling the order of the mafia is when a judge who has recused himself in 

dozens of cases of the MD, in a case he must lose, refuses to recuse himself in the case and issues a decision by 

which he loses the case. In the specific case, almost all judges of the Sofia Appellate Court from the civil and 

commercial collegium have given their opinions on his cases when they were in the Sofia City Court. And they 

have done this dozens, if not more - hundreds of times. 
 

Such are the judges- Albena Alexandrova, Sonya Naydenova, Stella Katsarova, Juliana Petkova, Denitsa 

Tsvetkova, Rozinela Yancheva, Ralitsa D., Elena Mavrova, Dragomiv Dragnev- already in the Supreme Court- 

and he follows the scheme of the mafia, Reni Kodjabasheva, Hrispime Magardichyan, Eric Vasilev- already in 

the Supreme Court and he follows the scheme of the mafia, because of him I lost- due to the termination of a 

case for 250,000 euros of stolen money, Maria Yanachkova, Zornitsa Ezekieva, Haidukova, Tsvetomira 

Kordolovska, Lyubomir Vasilev, Krasimir Mashev, Olga Kadankova, Milen Vasilev, Anelia Markova, Elizabeth 

Petrovaa, Nikolai Dimov, Zlatka Choleva, Velina Peychinova, Pepa Toneva, Elena Andreeva, Tanya 

Oresharova, Galina Tasheva, Nina Stoycheva, Daniela Doncheva, Krasimir Mazgalov, Asen Vodenicharov- who 

closed a case for BGN 112 million without a court hearing , Miroslava Katsarska, Petar Teodosiev, Jacqueline 

Komitova, Nikola Chompalov and dozens of others. 
 

If we were in socialism, these judges would be not only fired immediately. The bad thing is that the prosecutors 

of Sotir Tsatsarov and Geshev have opened an Umbrella to the judges of the mafia, they do not take any 

measures and legal actions. If this is not order fulfillment, it cannot be anything else!! The Sofia Court of Appeal 

headed by judge Daniela Doncheva and the Supreme Court of Cassation headed by its president judge Lozan 

Panov are the legislators of the mafia. Any lawlessness in the SGS by the great and brilliant judges Albena 

Boteva, Vladimir Valkov. Elitsa Yordanova, Rayna Martinova, Liubka Golakova, is legalized- confirmed. Thefts 

of companies, of equipment worth millions are legalized, thefts of property are legalized. The scheme 

implemented by the Sofia Appellate Court headed by judge Daniela Doncheva- SAS sends by jurisdiction with 

defendants whose addresses are in the city of Sofia- to the Kyustendil District Court, or the Kyustendil District 

Court and the last- although all courts from kos have given appeals on our cases- the cases are terminated. 
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Cases for the theft of gaming machines and bingo equipment worth ten millions by the judge of SGS Mollova 

and Hristo Mollov,  have been dismissed in the Kyustendil District Court. Cases for property worth hundreds of 

millions of Euros, stolen by Emil Kylev from the heirs of the owners of the insurance companies, have been 

disclosed in Kyustendil Distruct Court , and this is a case by Judge Joneva with paid state fees for the property at 

Tsar Osvoditel Blvd. No. 6- the former building of the DZI- property of the heirs of an insurance company 

illegally stolen by Emil Kyulev and company with a 11,690 sq.m. built-up area. In the Kyustendil District Court, 

the case for the building in the center of Sofia on Sveta Sofia Street, owned by the heirs of an insurance 

company, robbed by Donev's company- a four-story building with the right to build a 9-floor property for 15 

million euros, has been dismissed. 
 

In the Kyustendil District Court, cases against the Ministry of the Interior, the National Revenue Agency, and 

other institutions have been closed. In general, it is an interesting fact that all judges from the Kyustendils district 

court have multiple properties and all of them have 2-3 properties in the city of Sofia - maybe for the fulfillment 

of the mafia's order against me and my family, they will be guaranteed to be brought up in SAS, YA in VKS. It 

is the norm for the minister President Boyko Borisov to appoint his own judges as presidents such as the 

criminal judge Georgi Kolev being nominated to president of the Supreme Administrative Court, which 

legitimized the crimes and injustice of the executive power, of the Ministries, Prime Ministers and others from 

the executive power, state companies. 
 

It is norm for the president minister to appoint his own president of the Supreme Court of Cassation and as 

chairman of the Supreme Administrative Court. The norm is the execution of orders by judges- non-fulfillment 

of laws, violation of laws, disregard of laws, non-application of laws, deliberate mistreatment of laws, rights, 

freedoms, evidence. It is the norm to legalize the theft of private property for the benefit of the Sofia 

Municipality in gross violation of the laws of this country with the ultimate goal of a private person losing his 

hereditary property in the center of Sofia- the value of which is over 1.5 million euros due to his investment 

value. The norm is how the courts legalize the theft of equipment, machines and equipment for millions of BGN 

It is norm for judges to legalize the theft of an entire factory and cause loss to the owner with a share- shares of 

over 41%. It is the norm for the judge to legitimize the theft of property through judges for zero cents and it is 

"donated to a person by a group. It is norm for judges to legitimize violation of the law by the Decision of the 

Council of Ministers to grant a concession on private land for 35 years with the ultimate goal of stealing this land 

- an appetizing piece around Sofia of over 4100 decares  of Ivan Geshev. It is the norm for judges to legalize the 

theft of land mass of more than 2.9 million cubic meters of land mass from private property for the construction 

of the "Northern Tangent of Sofia"- theft worth more than 70,000,000 BGN.- inaction of the prosecutors of 

Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev. 
 

It is the norm for judges to legitimize the theft of an entire company with a debt to an American firm for over 

150 billion BGN according to accounting expertise - inaction by Minister Boyko Borisov, Ministers, Prosecutors 

of Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev. IT is the norm for judges to legalize the theft of slot machines by a judge from the 

SGS and her brother - a lawyer from the prosecutor's office and the prosecutors of Filchev, Doctor Velchev, 

Tsatsarovi and Geshev. It is the norm for judges to issue acts for a partial claim of 2,500 BGN, provided that the 

claim is for 11,862 BGN, and practically with this they block the way to appeal their decision before the 

Supreme Court of Justice - Judge Vladimir Valkov. The norm is a judge - How do judges issue acts for partial 

claims of 1,800 BGN, provided that such a claim has not been filed and a claim for 3,280 BGN has been filed. 

The norm is a judge - How do judges pass acts for a partial claim of 400 BGN, provided that the claim is for 

19,000 BGN, and with that they practically block the way to appeal their act before the Supreme Court - Judge 

Vladimir Valkov. 
 

Norm is - How even when the defendant admits that he "took" equipment worth tens of thousands of US dollars, 

which is not his property, and clear violations by the prosecutor's office and the NRA are proven, the judges 

legalize this "taken equipment"- judge Vladimir Valkov. Norm is- How even with the undisputed evidence that 

the defendant pawned someone else's equipment - not his own for millions of BGN and that the bank gave him a 

loan, there is no real "appropriation- theft" of equipment worth millions of BGN. Norm- How provided that there 
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is a directive that the monopoly for postal services fell in 2010. as a state monopoly, on the basis of a directive of 

the European Commission, dozens of judges terminate the bankruptcy cases of Bulgarian Post for liabilities of 

billions of BGN, because it is supposedly a monopolist! Norm is- How, on the condition that there is evidence of 

property ownership with equity participation, a valid court decision, actual proven ownership, the judges legalize 

theft of property in favor of the Metropolitan Municipality- the inaction of the Prosecutors Nva Filchev, Of 

Associate. B. Velchev, of Tsatsarov and of Ivan Geshev. 
 

Norm E- How does it legalize the theft of property from the capital municipality through a Judge's Decision on 

property that must be returned to the heirs by restitution- losses for millions. Inaction of the prosecutors of 

Tsatsarov and Geshev from the specialized prosecutor's office. Norm E When the judge does not respect the law, 

knowingly changes the content of the law, knowingly wrongly implements the law, knowingly does not quote 

the law, knowingly wrongly treats the law, knowingly wrongly mixes laws, knowingly wrongly replaces laws, 

knowingly renders a decision without reasons, knowingly wrongly treats indisputable evidence. Norm when the 

judge deliberately does not even comment on indisputable written evidence. Rule when the judge knowingly 

does not execute an effective court decision. 
 

The norm is when the judge knowingly issues a decision that is retroactive to an already entered court decision 

with the same subject matter, for example- judges Lyubka Golakova, Aleksandar Angelov and Svetlana 

Atanasova in the case of 7033/2012 dated 12.11.2018- contrary to the court decision entered into force in city 

case 53552/2016 dated 16.11.2016. of Judge Daniela Stoeva, Judge Milena Kamenova in city case 69421/2018 

and SRS dated 12.01.2020. even though they have been notified of the entry into force of a court decision. 

Losses of US$ 11 million. 
 

Norm when the judge deliberately does not apply the law because the defendant is his fellow judge- judge 

Vladimir Valkov. The norm is when the judge deliberately does not respect the rulings of other institutions, the 

NRA, the prosecutor's office for proven facts and circumstances that have entered into force. Norm E when the 

judge orders the expert not to respect the law and not comply with an effective decision. Example judge Gergana 

Nedeva. in city case 31714/2.... The expert does not comply with the entered into force court decision of the 

Supreme Court of Appeal from 2010. and performs an examination ordered by the judge. Rule E when the judge 

does not comply with an already entered into force court decision, which is binding on him, in relation to the 

subject of the present case. Norm is when the judge doesn't even mention any attached written evidence, he 

doesn't even discuss it in his decision, there are no reasons, not a single evidence is discussed- at most written 

19/. evidence, the testimony of the witnesses, which are objective and impartial, are not discussed - they are not 

even mentioned, Example Judge Raina Martinova in city case 1919/2016 Decision of 03.01.2019. and a case in 

which the claim was reduced by BGN 9,900 each and Judge Raina Martinova knowingly did not send the case 

under the jurisdiction of the SRS- clearly in the executed order. 
 

Norm E when the judge supports and assists the defendant by helping him with what actions to perform, what to 

object to, what to appeal and dispute. The norm is when the judge supports and assists the defendant by giving 

him rights that are excluded from the law- judge Vladimir Valkov in a case against 10868/2010 against the 

Insurer advises the defendant to repudiate and dispute documents, judges Tahchieva. Norm is when the judge 

deliberately does not allow you evidence that concerns the subject of the case. Norm when the judge knowingly 

denies rights to a party as required by law. The norm is when the judge deliberately changes the legal basis- 

judges Albena Boteva, Liubka Golakova, Ivaylo Dimitrov, Vilen Stanchev, Vladimir Valkov, Rayna Martinova. 

The norm is when the judge knowingly exempts a party from paying a state fee when the party belongs to the 

mafia- in this case the Kremikovtsi case in a case in which a state fee of over 1.3 million BGN is due- judge 

Evgeni Georgiev exempts and judge Albena Boteva confirms these actions– in a civil case. 
 

The norm is when a judge knowingly replaces security- seizure of the defendant's property on a claim for 

350,000 BGN against a security deposit by the defendant for the sum of BGN 5,000, as the managers of this 

company repeatedly state that they pay judges to lose themselves cases against them- case- Ruling of 23.03.2018 

in city case 10535/2017 SGS 1 - 18 panel of Judge Raina, by which the same is zeminal the allowed security- 
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seizure of property of the defendant- construction company with a ruling of 04.03.2013. in city case 

60534/21012 of the SRS with a pledge on the amount of 5000 / five thousand/ BGN and canceled the foreclosure 

on the real estate owned by the defendant and this determination confirmed by the SAC under cgrd. 2960/2018 

of 23.07.2018 Judges Neli Kutzkova, Diana Koledzhikova and Dimitar Mirchev, as well as Neli Kutzkova and 

Dimitar Mirchev, have challenged each other in the case of Momchil Dobrev- guaranteed loss of over BGN 

350,000 / three hundred and fifty thousand / BGN without interest. 
 

Norm is when a request under Art. 410 of the Civil Procedure Code for the issuance of a writ of execution 

against the company Kremikovtsi for the sums of 34,615 and 2,367,542 BGN, heard by judge Svetlin Velkov 

Mihailov - then the chairman of the SGS, the cases disappear and the corresponding writs of execution for the 

respective amounts are not issued. Norm E when objections to unaccepted receivables in case 95/2007 of the 

SGS disappear - fees for millions of BGN and an obligation in the amount of BGN 4,200,000 to a company from 

the debtor "Kremikovtsi"- losses of over 14 million BGN without interest. The norm is when judges deliberately 

close cases against companies of mafia people who are proud of this for more than 10 / ten / years that they pay 

judges, prosecutors, in cash and when there are cases, inspections and others against them, with perfect evidence 

for that- a judge. judge Ivo Vatev Vatev civil case case 70844/2018 of the SRS– 127 panel of the SRS confirmed 

by ruling No. 9943 dated 29.06.2020 under Chgrd. 8594/2019 of judges Vladimir Valkov, Eelitsa Yordanova, 

Alexander Angelov- SGS and even Momchil Dobrev was fined by Valkov with 50 BGN. even more so since 

Valkov and Angelov have challenged each other dozens of times in the case of MD. 
 

The norm is when judges from the Supreme Administrative Court legitimize a crime to the Council of Ministers 

and the Ministry of Economy and Energy, in April 2010, they granted a private property of concession for 35 

years to a company with the obvious purpose of stolening this property, for which the property is the property of 

the Boshtina Boshtina Bojbo Kobirov stated in 2008. that they are his lands and he will build a neighborhood for 

the richest. According to administrative case 4696/2014, department 4 of the Supreme Administrative Court, 

judges Galina Matejska, judge Todor Petrov and judge Svetoslav Slavov show bias towards the Council of 

Ministers and the Ministry of Energy, by legalizing the illegality of the council of ministers which in 2010 gave 

land - private ownership of a private company concession with the clear and undisputed goal to be stolen of 

private lands and instead of all the indisputable evidence in the case, your judges write that it is not about private 

lands and they wrote that it is about municipal lands , which does not correspond to the truth and real fraud.\- 

also confirmed by the judges of you under adm. Case 7677/2014- Judge Yordan Konstantinov, Judge Fani 

Naydenova, Judge Marusya Dimitrova, Judge Blagovesta Lipcheva and Judge Stefka Kemalova confirm with 

ruling No. 8212 of 18.06.2018. according to the inventory of the Supreme Administrative Court, decision No. 

4120 of 29.03.2019. in administrative case 4696/2018 of the Supreme Court. 
 

It is the norm when a judge uses his official position for repression - example - judge Rayna Martinova and other 

judges. Judge Raina Martinova from the State Administrative Court, how in case 8310/2015 according to the 

inventory of the State Administrative Court with ruling No. 28155 dated 05.12.2018: 

- HEM disregards MD'S request for her dismissal, HEM exempts MD from paying the state tax of 10,000 / ten 

thousand/ BGN ,, HEL instructs MD to provide proof of payment of state tax in the benefit of SGS in the amount 

of 10 000 / ten thousand/ BGN as default the amount will be collected by force - threat - extortion racket. 

- HEM leaveS MD'S request to change the claim without respect - for it is reduced below BGN 10,000, HEM 

returns my claim request. 
 

I.e. M. D. in case of closed case, returned claim is ordered to pay to SGS the amount of 10,000 / ten thousand/ 

BGN. And the scheme of the mafia at the higher instance is attempted to confirm the definition, the order of the 

previous instance. The judges of the Sofia Court of Appeal do the same. 
 

Judges Diana Koledzhikova, Kamelia Parvanova and Dimitar Mirchev with Decision No. 1766 dated 

04/02/2019. according to hgrd. 332/2019 according to the inventory of the SAS they disregarded my complaint 

against decision No. 28155 dated 05.12.2018. of SGS and actually confirmed decision No. 28155 of 05.12.2018. 

of judge Raina Petrova Martinova from the mafia in SGS€ And then the decision of the SAC is confirmed by the 
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judges of the Supreme Court. Judges Svetla Tsacheva, Alexander Tsonev and Philip Vladimirov with Decision 

No. 318 dated 07/08/2019. according to hgrd. 2408/2019 have confirmed the order of 14.05.2019. according to 

cgrd 332/2019 of the SAS, as the judges of the SAS previously DIAN. Repression as sayed by the judges of the 

Supreme Court of Cassation, who told me 3-4 years ago that it was being carried out against me, is legal - as a 

punishment. 
 

The norm is when judges from the SGS issue a court decision for sums of 2500 BGN, and the real claims are 

partial and for the sums of 11582 BGN, which practically deliberately interrupts and terminates our rights to 

appeal the decision of the judges from the SGS According to vgrd 11664 /2013 of the Sofia City Court, the 

judges, Vladimir Grigorov Valkov, under reg. 11664/2013 of the Sofia City Court, judges Vladimir Grigorov 

Valkov, Alexander Velinov Angelov and Ml. Judge Svetoslav Tikhomirov Spasenov with his decision of 

17.05.2019. issue a decision by which they legalize the proven by the prosecution, the NRA- Losses for BGN 

11,582 with the corresponding interest from 2009. over 135 percent, Foregone benefits and profits for over BGN 

1,350,000 / one million three hundred and fifty, By Vgrd. 82/2010- Go– 2 - panel of the Sofia City Court, judges 

Vladimir Valkov, Judge Elitsa Yordanova and Judge Raina Martinova, instead of a partial claim in the amount of 

3050 BGN, issued a decision for the sum of 1800 BGN by Decision dated 07.08.2019. I.e. there was no such 

claim for 1,800 BGN but 3,050 BGN, and a supreme petition is pronounced- i.e. made a decision knowingly not 

on the claims and members of the Civil Code, in V.Gr. case 792/2009- 1 GO- 2- "B" panel according to the 

inventory of the Sofia City Court Judge Vladimir Valkov, Judge Alexander Angelov and Jr. Judge Svetlana 

Atanasova Although the documents in the case that the claims against the two defendants- one of which is DSK 

Bank - are two of BGN 14,275 / fourteen thousand two hundred seventy-five and BGN 23,312 and respectively 

two of BGN 18,312 / eighteen thousand three hundred and twelve / BGN- unfounded enrichment, and there is no 

ruling really on these claims, they issue their decision and cite claims of 4,275 BGN and 8,312 BGN., with and 

reject our claims, as your goal was to prevent an appeal before the Supreme Court. 
 

The rule of bias and bias and doing the order of the mafia is when judges rule the cases of an individual and the 

companies represented by them and when they consciously do not rule the cases that the individual should lose 

at the order of the mafia. The judge knowingly, instead of giving an appeal, refuses to give an appeal and gives a 

decision dismissing the claims and causing losses. 
 

Example for Judge Vladimir Valkov: 

Judge Vladimir Grigorov Valkov, although the same judge has had his own rejection in the following cases of 

Momchil Dobrev - example: GR. cases in SGS GR. case 648/2011, GR.D. 528/2011, GR.D. 517/2011, GR.D. 

3477/2011, GR.D. 3476/2011, GR.D. 3231/2011, GR.D. 5352/2011, GR.D. 13869/2010, GR.D. 14843/2010, 

GR.D. 2218/2011, GR.D. 2219/2011, GR. case 2217/2011, GRD. 925/2011, GR.D. 926/2011., and dozens of 

other cases litigated by Momchil Dobrev and the companies represented by him, the same using his official 

position, refuses to represent the cases which Momchil Dobrev and the companies represented by him should 

lose in following the order of the mafia which we were warned about.,the same one using his office. 
 

- And terminates a bankruptcy case for losses caused for 460 million euros of a company close to the mafia and 

even fines M.D. without a court hearing twice for 300 BGN, for nothing. 

- Terminates a bankruptcy case against debtors of M.D. who owes him 900,000 euros without interest, despite all 

fees being paid, and fines M.D. with a fine of BGN 300 without a single court hearing. 

- Decides on a case for "stolen equipment" proved by the prosecutor and the NRA and confirmed by the 

defendant that she took this equipment and even it is still there and has been used by her since 1996. in her 

service station – losses of over 1.4 million BGN. 

- Issuing a decision in a case in which a company that is not the owner of two presses for the production of roof 

tiles worth over 4 million German marks, bet it against money in DSK Bank for millions of BGN, caused losses 

for millions of BGN. 

- Decides on real "stolen and unpaid" of M.D.'s company. his company equipment for two restaurants for 

hundreds of thousands of BGN. 
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- Issued dozens of rulings confirming terminated cases in the SRS of M.D. and the companies represented by 

him. 
 

Example judge Alexander Emilov Angelov: 

Who has appealed dozens of times in cases led by Momchil Dobrev Dobrev and companies represented by him 

when he was a junior judge in the Supreme Court, and when he returns as a judge in the Supreme Court- 

dismisses Momchil Dobrev's cases, and as a judge in the Supreme Court issues acts - contrary to a decision that 

has already entered into force, issues acts to legalize the purchase of equipment owned by Momchil Dobrev's 

companies and dozens of others. Who has given himself dozens of rejects in cases brought by MG as early as 

2011, when he was a junior judge in the Sofia City Court, as a judge in the SRS terminated MG's case- for a 

property in the center of Sofia on Maria Luiza Blvd. - on 6 floors e shops, market value 4 million euros. The 

same decree terminates the case. More with Resolved from 07.02.2013. judge Alexander Emilov Angelov 

together with judges Malin Vasilev and Genika Mihailova legalize the theft of 50/100 ID parts from a property 

in the center of Sofia for the benefit of the capital municipality, and again the property was donated by Mariola 

Garibova, the reason being that the apartments were sold before 1989. nt hereditary house they also own the land 

under them, and in reality these 50/100 id.parts co-legislate in favor of the capital municipality. 
 

The norm of prejudice, passion and fulfillment of an order is when judges of the second and third instance, for 

example, the Sofia Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court of Cassation, who have given each other dozens- 

thousands of times of appeals in the cases presented by Momchil Dobrev and the companies represented by him 

when the same were judges in Sofia City Court. In cases initiated in the SAC or Supreme Court, with the 

plaintiff MD and companies represented by him, instead of representing themselves, they put acts- confirm the 

acts of the court before them- which either terminate the cases, return the claim, or remain without respect for a 

given request and request. This is evidence of the mafia in court- the judges on order of the mafia confirm the 

acts of the court below, in compliance with the order. All absurdness and lawlessness are confirmed. Norm is in 

a criminal case when the judge deliberately does not admit evidence of the defense that is relevant to the 

accusation and supports one of the parties. 
 

Example: judges Stoitsev and Vanya Goranova from SRS do not allow a reference from the Raiffeisenbank 

bank- whether on May 24, 2001 and May 24, 2003 there were withdrawals of money and korko, said by the 

witnesses. And it is notoriously known that the bank branches do not work on these dates- it is a holiday. 

Momchil Dobrev was convicted by both judges, after which he was acquitted at the second and third instance. 

Judges Stoitsev and Vanya Goranova deliberately do not allow the requested reference. 
 

It is norm when judges who have recused themselves in dozens of cases of one person and beyond once in cases 

in which they have to recuse themselves, refuse to recuse themselves and make decisions that disregard the 

claims of the defendants or confirm the first instance decisions that reject the claims of M D. This ordering 

practice is available from the judges of the SGS, the judges of the SRS, the judges of the SAC and the judges of 

the Supreme Court, for example: 
 

The norm of prejudice, passion and fulfillment of orders is when Judge Alexander Angelov, who, although he 

gave his opinion in Mariola Garibova's case back in 2011. as a junior judge in the SGS, issued decisions 

legalizing the theft of heritage property for restitution in the center of Sofia 386 sq.m. property of MG in favor of 

stolichna municipality. 
 

Judge Alexander Angelov, as a judge in the SRS, terminates the case of the MG for the restoration of the 

restitution of an entire building on Maria Luisa Blvd. on 5 floors with a shop, with an attached sketch, tax 

assessment and fees paid, since the building was actually robbed by the capital municipality- with a mayor 

Boyko Borisov and then under Mayor Fadakova, deeds for municipal property were issued- and on the condition 

that judge Alexander Angelov has given his opinions in Mariola Garibova's case when he was a junior judge of 

the Sofia City Court - losses of 5 million euros and lost profits and profits €350,000 per year. 
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The norm of passion and implementation of the order of the mafia is when judges from the Supreme Court of 

Cassation break the law to cause losses of hundreds of billions of Euros for and implement the order of the 

executive authority, of ministers, of the minister-president. We submitted to the Supreme Court of Justice, 

Ministers of Justice, Boyko Borisov, Ministers Moskovski, Tsvetkov and others indisputable evidence that 

judges from the Supreme Court of Cassation- Tanya Raikovska, Daria Prodanova, Totka Kalcheva, Nikola 

Hitrov, Eleonora Chanacheva, Emil Markov from the Supreme Court- the judges from Glozhenska, Bozhikov, 

Spasov from the Plovdiv Court of Appeal grossly violate Bulgarian and European laws, knowingly violating the 

mandatory directive 2008/6/EU of the European Union and the European Commission from 01.01.2010. 

according to which from 01.01.2011 the state company "Bulgarian Post" - EAD does not have a monopoly on its 

activities, and the same monopoly was canceled on January 1, 2011. and actually caused losses of a particularly 

large amount, fulfilling an order of the executive power. 
 

The same judges allowed themselves in case 519/2012 of the Supreme Court, in case 798/2011, case 689/2011 

of the Appellate Court of Plovdiv, in case 3765/2013 to confirm the termination of the bankruptcy case of the 

company "Bulgarian Post"-EAD for its liability in the amount of more than 50,000,000,000 / fifty billion/ euros, 

and in fact, apart from violating the laws, they caused the above huge loss performed solely and only for the 

benefit of the state mafia, for the benefit of criminal actions of ministers, executive officers of the state company 

"Bulgarian Posts"-EAD. 
 

Moreover, that the judges of the Supreme Court have passed a decision that proves a violation of the law, 

because as of 01.01.2011. "Bulgarian Posts"-EAD does not have a monopoly over its activities, and the same 

monopoly has been abolished as of January 1, 2011. Separately, in accordance with the European Union 

directive, which is mandatory from 01.01.2010. The monopoly of the "Bulgarian Posts" company has been 

aboved. This directive is mandatory for all Bulgarian judges. 
 

Norm E Judges of the Supreme Administrative Court under adm. Case 4696/2014 instead of terminating the 

illegal concession given on 04.06.2010. by the Council of Ministers with Prime Minister Boyko Borisov- private 

land of the concessionaire "Celsian" they wrote that this land is municipal property, although it has been proven 

that the land since 2008 is privately owned by the companies "Goldman" OOD and "Goldberg Group" OOD. $5 

billion in losses- failed investments. The norm is the judges of the Supreme Administrative Court and the Sofia 

City Administrative Court support the mafia of the Capital Municipality and the municipalities of the Capital 

Municipality in determining- Arbitrarily- not lawfully the tax assessments of properties. It lost more than 120 

million euros. 
       

Norm is the mafia in the Supreme Court of Cassation and its management and managers such as deputy. The 

chairman Krasimir Vlahov, elected in 2012 by the Supreme Judicial Council on the proposal of the chairman of 

the Supreme Court of Cassation Prof. Lazar Gruev, as deputy chairman of the Supreme Court of Cassation, did 

not participate in a competition for promotion to the Supreme Court of Cassation. He was appointed by the 

Decision of the Supreme Court of Appeal under Protocol No. 14/05.04.2012. for "deputy of the administrative 

head - deputy - chairman" of the Supreme Court of Cassation on the proposal of the chairman of the court. Judge 

Krasimir Vlahov / now constitution judge /, as Deputy President of the Supreme Court of Cassation, appointed 

judges for various cases with his orders, not using the mandatory system for random selection of judges for cases 

in the Supreme Court of Cassation. 
 

This is mafia evidence and order carrying - precisely defined cases to be tried by precisely determined judges by 

the mafia. Since 2012, the judge Krasimir Vlahov has issued decisions / determinations, which is in violation. 

I.e. the above proves that all judicial acts signed by judge Krasimir Vlahov are null and void - i.e. from 2012, as 

he has never in any way participated in a competition for a judge in the Supreme Court and was not selected in 

such a competition for a judge by the Supreme Court. 
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5. In reality, the theft of property, of mafia companies, the theft of property for the benefit of 

third parties is legalized in the Supreme Court, the theft of property carried out by judges 

from the SAS for the benefit of third parties is confirmed, repression is legalized- the 

repression of Rayna Martinova confirmed by the judges of the Supreme Court, cited above 

In reality, the Supreme Court legalizes the termination of all cases for the thefts of an Emil Kyulev - apparently 

in compliance with the orders of the mafia. Realon, in the Supreme Court, all terminations of cases ordered by 

the mafia and terminated at the first instance in SRS, SGS, KOS, VOS, MES, Vidin District Court and other 

courts are legalized. 
  

Norm as a fulfillment of the mafia's order is the disappearance of cases against Unicredit Bulbank for the 

disappearance of 15 million USD in one bank account. The norm as a fulfillment of the mafia's order is the 

disappearance of DLA against banks - UBB for millions of euros. The norm as a fulfillment of the MOBA order 

is the disappearance and termination of liens against insurance companies, beneficially owned by western 

companies. Mafia rule in court and dismissal schemes, evidence orders enforced and enforced by judges in favor 

of party to state, third parties and others. Criminal lawlessness, orders, repression, racket, coercion?!?!?! The 

norm is the mafiotization of the court for the benefit of judges, schemes and evidence for termination of lawsuits 

in SRS on claims with which judges attributed crimes, accused M.D. of a committed crime that he did not 

commit. The conclusion- the Bulgarian judges can write all things to themselves- to accuse you, to slander you, 

to ascribe you with crimes, which you did not commit, to slander you- there is no justice- there is no justice- 

there is no law for them. 
    

The norm is for judges to legalize theft of heritage properties and their legalization in favor of the capital 

municipality - decision of judges Milen Vassilev, Alexander E.Angelov Genika A. Mihailova from 2011 which 

legalizes the theft of inherited property from - land by the heirs for the benefit of capital municipality Decision of 

07.02.2013. confirmed by the judges Zhanin Sidareva, Margarita Sokolova and Galabina Gencheva of the 

Supreme Court of Justice from 22.10.2013. 
 

The norm is the support of mafiotism by the presidents of the SGS - Aleksey Trifonov, the former SGS chairman 

Kaloyan Topalov, the SAC chairman- judge Daniela Doncheva, the chairman of the Supreme Court- judge 

Lozan Panov, the chairman of the Supreme Court- judge. Cholakov- their inaction regarding their obligations 

under Art. 312 of the Civil Code to demand disciplinary punishment and dismissal of guilty judges from their 

courts. Norm is the realization of the repression and criminal lawlessness of the judges Rayna Martinova, 

Vladimir Valkov, Svetlin Mikhailov, Albena Boteva and other judges from the Supreme Court, Diana 

Koledzhikova, Kamelia Parvanova and Dimitar Mirchev, judge Nellie Kutskova, from the SAS, judges from the 

Supreme Court Svetla Tsacheva, Alexander Tsonev and Filip Vladimirov in cases with plaintiff Momchil 

Dobrev and companies represented by him. 
 

1. When the judge doesn't even mention any attached written testimony, he doesn't even discuss them in his 

decision, there are no reasons, not one evidence is discussed - mostly written. Evidence, the testimony of the 

witnesses, which are objective and impartial, have not been discussed - they are not even mentioned, 

Example Judge Raina Martinova in civil case 1919/2016 Decision of 03.01.2019. and a case in which the 

claim was reduced by BGN 9,900 each and Judge Raina Martinova knowingly did not send the case under 

the jurisdiction of the SRC - clearly in fulfillment of the order. Decides against Momchil Dobrev. 

2. When a request under Art. 410 of the Code of Civil Procedure for the issuance of a writ of execution against 

the company Kremikovtsi for the sums of 34,615 and 2,367,542 BGN, heard by judge Svetlin Velkov 

Mihailov - then the chairman of the SGS, the cases disappear and the corresponding writs of execution for 

the respective amounts are not issued. 

3. When a judge uses his official position for repression 
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The norm is the payment of inherited properties owned by "Dobrev Halachev Dynasty" and respectively 

"Dynasty Dobrev Halachev" for 400 million Euros through judges, prosecutors, general prosecutors, and the 

legalization of these thefts. Norm is the legalization of the thefts of the oligarch Emil Kyulev, Donev and other 

oligarchs from the State Security and properties for hundreds of millions of Euros for zero cents in the center of 

Sofia, real property of the heirs of the former insurance companies before 1947?!?!. The inaction of the 

prosecutors of the chief prosecutors Associate Professor Filchev, Associate Professor B. Vechlev, Chief 

Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Chief Prosecutor Ivan Geshev, such as prosecutors Boyan Balev, Mariyana 

Tankova, Popkolev, Nina Yaneva and dozens of other prosecutors - Openat Chadar, Dvoen and triple standard in 

prosecuting proven crimes of people from the mafia. The inaction of the prosecutors and the chief prosecutor 

Doc Filchev of the Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarova of the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev and their prosecutors 

Boyana Balev, Mariyana Stankova and dozens of others from the Sofia City Prosecutor's Office to prove thefts 

for zero cents of properties worth over 500 million euros based on issued for zero pennies a note. Acts of Emil 

Külev from notaries R. Dimitrov and co., and stolen heirs of insurance companies - stolen property in the center 

of Sofia for 500 million euros. Despite dozens of reports about the illegal actions of the mayor of Sofia 2007 and 

the inaction of mayor Fandakova, who does not want and does not want to enforce the judicial decision of the 

Supreme Administrative Court, according to which the properties cited below are owned by the heirs of the 

former insurance companies before 1944. "Farmer, "Balkan", "Balkan-life" and others in the center of Sofia, 

Positano St. No. 1 three floor house with shops, Sveta Sofia St. No. 10- three floor house with shops, Tsar 

Osvoboditel Blvd. 6 - a building with the Expanded Built-up payment over 11,500 sq.m. Maria Luiza Blvd. No. 

75– 77- five-story building, Bergalnitsa 39 two houses and dozens of other properties., and actually Mayor 

Fandakova refuses to take possession of these our legally owned properties, and instead does repairs and 

announces a public sale on these properties and wants to sell them to third parties- despite the decision of the 

supreme administrative court, even the Mayor Fandakova and rided a municipal notary act of properties that are 

not the property of the Stockholm Municipality but of the heirs of the owners of the former prior to 1945. 

insurance companies. With the objective to be robbed these properties from persons and companies close to 

GERB. Losses for more than 500,000,000 euros in value of our properties, 70,000,000 euros- caused lost 

benefits and profits, 5 million BGN caused non-property damages - ruined health. 
 

The norm is the legalization of theft of inherited properties through decisions of judges from Sofia District Court 

and Sofia City Court- judges Vladimir Valkov, Maria Boycheva, Desislava Yordanova, judge Mariyana 

Georgieva, judge Alexander Emilov Angelov, serving the mafia- with decision dated 02.09.2019. of judges 

Vladimir Valkov, Maria Boycheva and Jr. Judge Desislava Yordanova of the Sofia City Court under vgrd 

10481/2009 really legalizes the "Theft" of property in favor of the Municipality of Stolichna- privately owned 

property. Norm is termination of cases on the 500 million euro estates in support of the mafia- missing cases 

since 2009, robbed by Oligarch Emil Kyulev for zero cents- a building with 11,690 sq.m. large built-up area, 5-

storey building, 3-storey building, 4-storey building in the ideal center of Sofia. 

 

6. The neolibaral neo-fascist mafia norm of lawlessness and genocide of law among the 

prosecutors who serve the mafia in Bulgaria and the Inaction and support of this mafia by the 

USA, the European Union and the European Commission with Presidents Barroso, Jean 

Claude Juncker and Ursula von der Leyen and former Chancellor Angela Merkel of 

Germany 

That the prosecutor's office does not bring charges against ministers and prime ministers and statesmen has 

become norm- law. It has become the norm for the prosecutor's office to raise fabricated charges against 

dissidents and fighters against the mafia and corruption in the administration of Prime Minister Boyko Borisov, 

and even attempts are made to kill these dissidents in Arresta. Public procurement under the Prime Minister 

Boyko Borisov is a satanic norm of corruption and mafia. The norm is that at least 30% of the price of public 

procurements for European projects and any other national and other projects goes to commissions, for the 

mafia. It is even the norm that these percentages are negotiated and signed by a notary with a notary close to the 

mafia. 
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It is a norm to give a state project to a company close to the Prime Minister and his entourage, which will be 

accounted for accordingly. It is a norm that the prosecutors of Filchev, Assoc. Boris Velchev, Tsatsarov and 

Geshev do not bring charges for the theft of properties from the oligarchs Emil Külev, Donev- properties that 

belong to the heirs of insurance companies before 1944. Not to implement articles of the Constitution and 

corresponding repeal of acts. It is a norm that the prosecutors of Tsatsarov and Geshev and they personally do 

not bring charges for the theft of land mass over 2.9 million cubic meters of land mass from private land, with 

which land mass was built the North Tangent Tsatsarov and Geshev personally notified, and for the lack of 

Minister Chairman Boyko Borisov– involved in this. 
 

It is norm that the prosecutors of Filchev, Assoc. Boris Velchev, Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev has drawn 

Tsadar over an obsession and theft of gaming machines by the former Sofia City Court judge Yordanka Borisova 

Mollova and her lawyer brother- the former receiver of "Balkan Airlines" Hristo Mollov- if protocols are 

available, 2006. and 2008 of found not their gaming machines and bingo equipment I 745,000 BGN in their 

property- and caused losses of over 29 million BGN- not to bring charges. Norm is from 2008. not to file charges 

against Private Bailiff Dichev for embezzlement, Private Bailiff Yakimov for embezzlement, Private Bailiff Ivan 

Cholakov for fraud and theft of hundreds of thousands of euros from a creditor, and dozens of other Private 

Bailiffs who violated the law. Norm is the double standard in the prosecution. 
 

However, what does the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev say at the meeting of the prosecutors in the Boyana 

residence: 

" Now I will tell you why we are "mafia". We are "Mafia" because we brought light into the darkness, because 

we showed that we will not allow double standards- as it has been for decades..." 
 

The prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev as a tool for 

concealment, stretching a triumvirate over the PSI from the mafia who committed crimes. It is norm for 

prosecutors to raise an umbrella over proven crimes by Private Bailiffs of the mafia such as Chsi Dichev, Chsi 

Stoyan Yakimov, Chsi Ivan Cholakov and dozens of others. It is norm for prosecutors to tighten their grip on 

defaults by Private Bailiffs. SIs from the mafia, - amended protocol for public sale and replacement of a person 

who did not pay a deposit to earn the sale. It is norm for prosecutors to put a blanket over the PSI - from the 

mafia, which for more than a year has not provided a contact regime for a father with his son, because the mother 

is a judge and sent their common son to 280 miles away from Sofia. It is norm for prosecutors to raise an 

umbrella over the Mafia's Public Prosecutor's Office, which for ten years did not provide a contact regime for a 

father with his son. 
 

It is norm for prosecutors to extend the umbrella of the PSI about the mafia, which transfers BGN 712,000 from 

the special account of another PSI, without having the rights and authorizations for this of another PSI. It is norm 

for prosecutors to extend the umbrella of the Public Prosecutor's Office, who is from the mafia, who returns 

BGN 700,000 to a buyer who bought a property at a fake public sale, and who receives the property without 

money. It is norm for prosecutors to put a lid on the PSI, which has unjustly enriched itself and embezzled 

money from a debtor. The norm is for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over a state bailiff who has embezzled 

money from a debtor twice the amount owed by the debtor. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PSI 

who is from the mafia. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over the PSI senior state bailiff, who was an 

agent of State Security. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PSI from the mafia for more than 15 

years for the embezzlement of hundreds of thousands of euros. 
 

Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over the PSI from the mafia, which confiscates property from 

debtors to companies that are not debtors and causes losses of over 3 million euros. It is norm for prosecutors to 

bring charges against CSO Cholakov from the mafia, who stole more than BGN 700,000 from a creditor in a 

system. It is norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over the PSI from the mafia, which with death threats 

and threats from bandits makes a creditor sign documents with which the creditor will be robbed of hundreds of 

thousands of euros of his money. It is norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over the PSI from the mafia, 

which threatens extortionists and steals their money- hundreds of thousands of euros. It is norm for prosecutors 
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to extend the umbrella of the PSI from a mobster who initiated an enforcement case based on fraud and illegally 

issued a writ of execution for millions of euros. Norm is a prosecutor to delay the initiation of pre-trial 

proceedings against PSI from the mafia, which has embezzled hundreds of thousands of euros, for more than 13 

years. Norm is a prosecutor to refuse to initiate pre-trial proceedings against the ČSII and a lawyer and a money 

thief as an organized criminal group for stealing hundreds of thousands of euros from a creditor. 
 

The norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief 

prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to disenfranchise the PSI from the mafia who, despite being banned, carry out 

commercial activities. Norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief Prosecutor Sotir 

Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to deprive the PSI of their rights- from the mafia that carries 

out commercial activities and gives money on credit to claimants with the ultimate goal of robbing them. The 

norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief 

prosecutor Ivan Geshev, to refuse to initiate pre-trial proceedings against the ČSI from the mafia, who prepared a 

fake seal of another ČSI and stamped a decree for awarding which entered the looting of property for millions of 

euros. 
 

The norm is the prosecutor's office as a tool of the mafia for repression against honest PSEs with the aim of 

ruining human lives, depriving them of rights as PSEs. Norm is prosecutors, the entire prosecutor's office of the 

chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev to press charges against the chairman of 

the Chamber of the Chamber of Deputies of the Chamber of Deputies of the Chamber of Deputies, Deputies of 

the Chamber of Deputies, Dichev - reports of false data and fraud, with the aim of ruining human lives. It is the 

norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over proven crimes by the Mafia's Private Bailiffs. It is the norm for 

prosecutors to tighten their grip on the crimes committed by the PSI from the mafia- amended protocol for public 

sale and replacement of a person who did not pay a deposit to earn the seller. 
 

It is norm for prosecutors to put a blanket over the PSI- from the mafia, which for more than a year has not 

provided a contact regime for a father with his son, because the mother is a judge and sent their common son to 

280 miles away from Sofia. It is norm for prosecutors to raise an umbrella over the Mafia's Public Prosecutor's 

Office, which for ten years did not provide a contact regime for a father with his son. It is norm for prosecutors 

to extend the umbrella of the PSI about the mafia, which transfers BGN 712,000 from the special account of 

another PSI, without having the rights and authorizations for this of another PSI. It is norm for prosecutors to 

extend the umbrella of the Public Prosecutor's Office, who is from the mafia, who returns BGN 700,000 to a 

buyer who bought a property at a fake public sale, and who receives the property without money. It is norm for 

prosecutors to put a lid on the PSI, which has unjustly enriched itself and embezzled money from a debtor. The 

norm is for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over a state bailiff who has embezzled money from a debtor twice 

the amount owed by the debtor. 
 

Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PSI who is from the mafia. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an 

umbrella over the PSI senior state bailiff, who was an agent of State Security. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an 

umbrella over PSI from the mafia for more than 15 years for the embezzlement of hundreds of thousands of 

euros. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over the PSI from the mafia, which confiscates property from 

debtors to companies that are not debtors and causes losses of over 3 million euros. It is norm for prosecutors to 

pull over the PSI from the mafia, which stole more than BGN 700,000 from a creditor in a system. It is norm for 

prosecutors to extend an umbrella over the PSI from the mafia, which with death threats and threats from bandits 

makes a creditor sign documents with which the creditor will be robbed of hundreds of thousands of euros of his 

money. It is norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over the PSI from the mafia, which threatens 

extortionists and steals their money- hundreds of thousands of euros. 
 

It is norm for prosecutors to extend the umbrella of the PSI from a mobster who initiated an enforcement case 

based on fraud and illegally issued a writ of execution for millions of euros. Norm is a prosecutor to delay the 

initiation of pre-trial proceedings against PSI from the mafia, which has embezzled hundreds of thousands of 

euros, for more than 13 years. Norm is a prosecutor to refuse to initiate pre-trial proceedings against the ČSII and 
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a lawyer and a money thief as an organized criminal group for stealing hundreds of thousands of euros from a 

creditor. The norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and 

the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to disenfranchise the PSI from the mafia who, despite being banned, carry 

out commercial activities. Norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir 

Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to deprive the PSI of their rights- from the mafia that carries 

out commercial activities and gives money on credit to claimants with the ultimate goal of robbing them. 
 

The norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief 

prosecutor Ivan Geshev, to refuse to initiate pre-trial proceedings against the ČSI from the mafia, who prepared a 

fake seal of another ČSI and stamped a decree for awarding which entered the looting of property for millions of 

euros. The inaction and the support of this mafia in the prosecution by the European Commission and the 

European Parliament. Corruption in Bulgaria and in the EC has become the norm. The mafia in Bulgaria and the 

EC has become the norm. Prime Minister Boyko Borissov appointing the chief prosecutor has become the norm. 

It's clear why! That the prosecutor's office does not bring charges against ministers and prime ministers and 

statesmen has become the norm. It has become the norm for the prosecutor's office to raise trumped-up charges 

against dissidents and anti-mafia and anti-corruption fighters. Public procurement has become the norm of 

corruption and mafia. 
    

The norm is that at least 30% of the price of public procurements for European projects and any other national 

and other projects goes to commissions, for the mafia. It is even the norm that these percentages are negotiated 

and notarized by a notary close to the mafia. It is a norm to give a state project to a company close to the Prime 

Minister and his entourage, which will be accounted for accordingly. It is a norm that the prosecutors of Filchev, 

Assoc. Boris Velchev, Tsatsarov and Geshev do not bring charges for the theft of properties from the oligarchs 

Emil Külev, Donev- properties that belong to the heirs of insurance companies before 1944. It is a norm that the 

prosecutors of Tsatsarov and Geshev and they personally do not bring charges for the theft of land mass over 2.9 

million cubic meters of land mass from private land, with which land mass was built the North Tangent of the 

city of Sofia, personally informed Tsatsarov and Geshev. Norm is from 2008. that no Charges be brought against 

PSI Dichev, PSI Yakimov, PSI. Cholakov and dozens of other PSI violated the law. 
 

Norm is the double standard in the prosecution. It is the norm for prosecutors not to bring charges for the theft of 

land mass from private lands, with which the Northern Tangent was built, for the theft of gaming machines from 

the former judge Yordanka Mollova and her brother Hristo Mollov, for the violations of ChSI Dichev, for the 

theft for zero cents of properties for over 500 million euros by Emil Kyulev and his heirs and by Donev, thefts of 

factories, for the lawlessness of judges Valkov, Raina Martinova, ALbena Boteva, Desislava Yordanova, Neli 

Kutzkova, Erik Vasilev and hundreds of other judges from SRS, SGS, SAC, VKSy BOs, KOS, VROS and other 

courts. It is the norm for prosecutors from the special prosecutor's office to cover up clearly and proven crimes 

from judges, legalizing the theft of property worth hundreds of millions, legalizing the theft of property, 

legalizing the theft of equipment worth tens of millions, legalizing the theft of entire factories, and legalizing the 

blatant and proven crimes of judges, from metropolitan mayors and others?!?!?! 
 

It is norm for prosecutors to delay pre-trial proceedings for years against people supported by the mafia, with the 

ultimate goal of passing the statute of limitations. It is norm for prosecutors to violate the laws of our country 

with the ultimate goal of fulfilling the order- impression of Chadar on a person close to the mafia, official, 

minister, prime minister, and others. It is the norm for prosecutors to file charges against designated people mob 

critics and mob people who are in violation of the law with the ultimate goal of racketing, coercion ruining 

human lives, destinies, deterioration of health. It is the norm for prosecutors not to respect the law when it comes 

to people close to the mafia. It is the norm for prosecutors to delay investigations in case of indisputable 

evidence, graphological examinations of especially large-scale frauds, in order to pass the statute of limitations 

against the culprits, who boast that they pay the prosecutors not to bring charges against them. It is the norm for 

mob judges to uphold these terminations by prosecutors despite incontrovertible evidence. 
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It is the norm for judges to carry out orders from the mafia and issue decisions that legalize the theft of private 

property in favor of the Capital City Municipality- the GERB-representatives. It is a norm for judges to carry out 

orders for the mafia and legalize the theft of factories, of equipment worth tens of millions of euros, theft of 

property for the benefit of third parties. It is norm for judges to dismiss cases against banks, insurance 

companies, state institutions, ministries, the National Revenue Agency, the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 

fulfillment of an order from the executive power and mafia companies. It is a norm for lawsuits filed against 

Banks for stolen money- hundreds of thousands of BGN, millions of BGN, for damages- billions in losses to 

disappear. It is norm for lawsuits against state companies, state institutions for proven damage, losses, crimes to 

disappear. It is the norm for complaints to the prosecutor's office against Private Bailiffs from the mafia to 

disappear. 
 

It is norm to disappear lawsuits for caused losses against private bailiffs in the Sofia City Court chaired by "non-

Bulgarian" judge Alexey Trifonov, and in the Sofia District Court chaired by Metodi Lalov, Milev, Laeksander 

Angelov. It is norm for complaints to disappear in the prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov 

and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev about stolen properties from the oligarchs Emil Kyulev and Donev - 

dozens of properties real property of the heirs of the former insurance companies before 1944. It is the norm to 

terminate cases for the restoration of property stolen by the mafia and by the municipality of Solichna in Sofia 

City. It is the norm to legalize crimes committed by the executive authority with decisions of judges. It is a norm 

for judges to make absurd decisions, violating the laws, not recognizing the laws, with the ultimate goal of 

carrying out repression against the plaintiffs, in order to lose money- tens- of millions of BGN, to carry out the 

orders of the mafia. 
 

It is a norm that prosecutors do not bring charges against judges who have violated the Penal Code and laws, 

because these judges serve the mafia. Legalization of the racket is the norm. Racketing and coercion by the nra is 

the norm- in violation and non-fulfillment of court decisions entered into force. Racketing and coercion by the 

prosecutor's office is the norm. Racket, coercion by state institutions, AGKK for theft of property, is the norm. 

Legalization of extortion and coercion by prosecutors and judges is the norm. Calling mobsters is the norm. 

Appointing people for money is the norm. Injustice is the norm. Infringement by judges and prosecutors is the 

norm. Impunity is the norm. Lawlessness is the norm. Failure to enforce the law is the norm. Breaking the law is 

the norm. Abuse and theft of public resources is the norm. Public procurement organized for a precisely defined 

candidate is the norm. 
 

It is a norm to create a market economy and in Bulgaria, Bulgarian citizens buy food at 50% to 500% higher than 

the prices in such countries as Germany, England and others. It is the norm to ruin agriculture by ensuring 

middlemen earn hundreds of times more than the producers themselves. It is the norm to destroy businesses in 

Bulgaria in order to ensure that foreign companies can enter the Bulgarian market and profit from it, at the 

expense of Bulgarian producers. Norm is the stealing of business by mafia people. The stealing of property by 

mobsters is the norm. The norm is no justice, no justice. Norm is the inaction of the European Commission and 

the European Parliament despite the application of evidence about the mafia in the state, the mafia in the court, 

the mafia in the prosecutor's office, the mafia in the management of Bulgaria. 
 

It is the norm that Bulgaria is used only for money laundering, 30 to 50 percent of all investments in equipment, 

machines, investments are returned to a company in Europe and the Western countries. It is norm for a 

prosecutor to bring charges for a crime clearly committed by another person, imputing a criminal offense, which 

is contrary to the law and practice, when the prosecutor does not respect international laws. The norm is when 

the prosecutor knowingly wrongly implements the law, for example the prosecutors Marijana Stankova, Yaneva, 

Dimitrova, Balev, who raise accusations that the PSI sold properties that it foreclosed on 30.08.2007. of public 

sold during the beginning of 2008, provided that after the foreclosure on 30.08.2007. Kremikovtsi sold them to 

third parties on 02.11.2007. and 09.09.2007 despite the foreclosure of the properties - i.e. there is a proven crime 

by the employees of Kremikovtsi, but for these prosecutors it is not a crime - that of "Kremikovtsi". 
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The norm is when the prosecutor deliberately does not cite the law, when the prosecutor deliberately mistreats 

the law, prosecutor Stankova, Dimitrova, Yaneva mix old Code of Criminal Procedure with new Code of 

Criminal Procedure, when the prosecutor knowingly wrongly mixes laws- same as above- prosecutor Yaneva 

mixes old Code of Criminal Procedure with new Code of Civil Procedure, when prosecutor knowingly 

erroneously replaces and adds laws. Norm is when the prosecutor knowingly mishandles undisputed evidence, 

which is not in his favor. Norm is when the prosecutor deliberately does not even comment on indisputable 

written evidence- crimes committed by other persons- prosecutor Stankova, Dimitrova, Yaneva. The norm is 

when the prosecutor knowingly does not implement an effective court decision. Norm is when the prosecutor 

knowingly does not apply the law because the defendant is his fellow judge. 
 

It is norm when the prosecutor deliberately does not respect the rulings of other institutions, the NRA, the 

prosecutor's office for proven facts and circumstances. The norm is when the prosecutor does not even comment 

on indisputable collected written evidence prosecutor Yaneva, Dimitrova Stankova- payments by bank transfer. 

Norm is when the prosecutor orders the expert not to respect the law and not comply with a decision that has 

entered into force. The norm is when a prosecutor appoints experts and orders them to prepare accounting 

expertises such that instead of complying with the law and setting prices for uncategorizable land- soles- 

uncategorizable land assessed according to the Law and regulation at a price of BGN 40 per hectare, it sets 

prices from 18,000 to 28,000 BGN per hectare- which is 450 times above the legal and designation of 

uncategorizable lands as UPI for the construction of 10-story buildings. Prosecutors Marijana Stankova, 

Dimitrova, Janeva. 
 

The norm is repression, coercion, extortion by prosecutors on citizens and companies that do not obey the 

executive power- the Prime Minister and his racket and extortion for the transfer of properties, to companies. 

Norm is when prosecutors fabricate criminal indictments with trumped-up charges, or charges based on fraud 

and fabricated false expertise in violation of the laws of this state. It is norm when prosecutors cover up crimes 

committed by the Prime Minister, by ministers, by officials of the executive power. Norm is when prosecutors 

cover up inactions and non-implementation of laws, non-implementation of court decisions. It is norm when 

prosecutors cover up crimes- theft of state property, theft of private lands, theft of land for construction, theft of 

companies, factories. It is norm when prosecutors cover up crimes of the executive branch- theft of European 

funds. It is norm when prosecutors cover up schemes for theft and extortion of citizens from state-owned 

companies - offering the supply of electricity, gas, thermal energy, water. 
 

The norm is when prosecutors have extended an Umbrella, A Double Standard in the theft of land from private 

lands 2015-March 2016 for the construction of Sofia's "Northern Tangent"- A Double Standard, A Extended 

Umbrella. It is norm when prosecutors of the chief prosecutors Assoc. Boris Velchev, Sotir Tsatsarov, Ivan 

Geshev push up the Umbrella for crimes committed by Prime Minister Sergey Stanishev and Prime Minister 

Boyko Borisov who gave private land on a concession for 35 years. Norm is a stretched umbrella of the 

prosecutor's office under Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Chief Prosecutor Ivan Geshev for stealing land 

from companies close to the mafia. Norm is a stretched umbrella over judges, ministers, prime ministers. Norm 

is a stretched umbrella, a double standard by prosecutors Mariyana Stankova, Ina Yaneva, Boyan Balev, 

Tsankov, Dimitrova from the Sofia City Prosecutor's Office over proven crimes of Private Bailiffs such as 

Georgi Dichev, Ivan Cholakov, Nedyalka Kovacheva, Stoyan Yakimov, Bizinski and dozens of others. Norm is 

an open umbrella over Sofia City Court judge Yordanka Borisova Mollova and her brother Hristo Borisov 

Mollov, who possessed and robbed slot machines and bingo equipment, causing losses of over 20 million US 

dollars. 
 

Norm is a tightrope over notarians like Rumen Dimitrov, and dozens of others who prepared notarial deeds on 

the basis of lack of documents, stolen owners, without signed purchase-sale contracts. Norm is a stretched 

umbrella by the prosecutors of Filchev, Doctor Boris Velchev, Sotir Tsatsarov, Ivan Geshev over mafia people 

like Emil Kyulev, Donev who acquired properties in the center of Sofia for over 700 million euros, for zero 

cents, actually robbed owners with forged notarial acts. It is norm for the prosecutors of Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan 

Geshev to extend an umbrella over judges, where cases worth hundreds of millions of euros have disappeared. 
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Norm is prosecutor ordered to delay investigations like prosecutor Kyuvlieva in order to pass the statute of 

limitations and terminate prosecutorial files for theft and fraud of money for millions of euros. Norm is the 

prosecutors of the chief prosecutors Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev, prosecutor Boev refused to investigate 

persons who sell original American passports and American driver's licenses to people from Africa, Asia for 

amounts of 15,000 euros and 5,000 euros. 
 

It is the norm for the prosecutors of the chief prosecutors Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev to extend an umbrella 

over tax officials who carry out racketing, representation over citizens and companies with the purpose of theft. 

It is the norm for the prosecutors to tighten their grip over proven crimes committed by ministers of Prime 

Minister Boyko Borisov. Example Minister Lilyana Pavlova. It is the norm for prosecutors to cover up crimes of 

Sofia City Court judges, Sofia Appellate Court judges, Supreme Court OF Cassation judges and Supreme 

Administrative Court judges, criminal omissions, criminal lawlessness, Double Standard- Judge Vladimira 

Martinova Rayna Val , judge Albena Boteva, judge Alexander Emilov Angelov, judge Svilen Stanchev, judge 

Lyubka Golakova, judges from the Sofia Appellate Court- Daniela Doncheva, Kutzkova, Elizate Petrova, 

Haidukova, Kemanov, Boykinov, Asya Sabeva and dozens of others- almost 80 percent of the composition of 

Sofia Court of Appeals, which appealed to each other in cases in the Sofia City Court when judges of the Sofia 

City Court met in the cases of individuals and their companies, purposely confirmed the termination of cases for 

billions of Euros. 
 

It is norm that the prosecutors of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev have put an umbrella over 

the proven crimes of the former deputy chairman of the Supreme Court of Cassation Krasimir Vlahov, who has 

been proven to violate the law and the rules for random selection of courts and, in specific cases, signs orders as 

personally appointed without this coincidental choice exactly determined courts by the Supreme Court, and who, 

although he did not participate in the competition for a judge of the Supreme Cassation Court, has issued 

thousands of judicial acts- null judicial acts. Norm is the disappearance of complaints and reports in the 

prosecutor's office with the chief prosecutor Filchev, Assoc. Velchev, Sotir Tsatsarov, Ivan Geshev, the city 

prosecutors of Sofia Nikolay Kokinov and his deputy Roman Vasilev for coercion by ministers Petar Dimitrov 

and dozens of others - losses of over 150 million euros, property theft for 800 million euros, theft of factories for 

150 million euros, theft of equipment for tens of millions of euros. 
 

It is the norm for the prosecutors to draw an umbrella over the claims of notary officers issued illegally notarial 

deeds and committed crimes by donating properties to people from the mafia for zero cents. It is the norm that 

the prosecutors of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Evin Geshev do not accuse people and companies of 

the mafia for stealing land for 75 million euros, with which the Northern Tangent of Sofia was built. It is norm to 

bring charges against innocent citizens with the purpose of harassment and destruction- mainly means of the 

mafiotization in the prosecutor's office, criminal illegality, ordering, racketing, coercion, theft of property, 

factories- prosecutor Kostadinova and prosecutor Silyanova from the Sofia District Prosecutor's Office, 

prosecutors Mariyana Stankova, Nina Yaneva, Daniela Dimitrova, Boyan Balev, Tsankov, Popkolev from the 

Sofia City Prosecutor's Office. 
 

The norm is the orders that the prosecutor's office of Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev is carrying out to destroy 

citizens whole families, companies. Norms of the neo-liberal neo-fascist mafia in the prosecutor's office under 

the chief prosecutors Assoc. Boris Velchev, Filchev, Sotir Tsatsarov, Ivan Geshev- in Bulgaria and the full 

support of this mafia by the European Commission and the European Union in examples: 
 

The norm is a tight Umbrella, A Double Standard when a crime is proven by the Council of Ministers with 

Prime Minister Sergey Stanishev and Prime Minister Boyko Borisov, they gave private land concession for 35 

years with the ultimate goal of land theft and failed investments of American companies for 5 billion US dollars. 

Failure of prosecutors from the Sofia City Prosecutor's Office and the Supreme Cassation Prosecutor's Office 

and personally notified Sotir Tsatsarov to take action against the Prime Minister Boyko Borisov and his 

ministers for the following: 2010. Council of Ministers with Prime Minister Boyko Borisov gives private land to 
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a concession - a clear goal - - caused losses for over 5 billion US dollars of investments, lost benefits and profits. 

Not an investigation of the Prime Minister and ministers responsible for it. 
 

Council of Ministers with Prime Minister Sergey Stanishev 2009 and then 2010. with Prime Minister Boyko 

Borisov took decision of the council of ministers No. 43 of 23.01.2009, decision No. 69 of 15.02.2010 and 

concluded an illegal concession on parts of properties, and determined and gave private land - additional to the 

concession area of 2 928.5 in the amount of an additional area of 9,084 acres private property. Damages caused - 

losses from investments and for over 5,000,000,000 / five billion / US dollars. The norm is the Double, Triple 

Standard, pushed Umbrella by the prosecutors of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov, and Ivan Geshev over 

judges, ministers, minister-presidents. Tensioned Umbrella. Inaction of the prosecutors and personally informed 

the chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov about the inaction of the Minister - Chairman Boyko Borisov and Ministers 

of Transport in connection with the enormous obligations of the state company "Bulgarian Post" EAD and 

failure to comply with the laws of this country. lost billions. 
 

Moreover, that the judges of the Supreme Court have passed a decision that proves a violation of the law, 

because as of 01.01.2011. "Bulgarian Posts"-EAD does not have a monopoly over its activities, and the same 

monopoly has been abolished as of January 1, 2011. from the European Commission. Separately from this 

directive of the European Union which is mandatory from 01.01.2010. The monopoly of the "Bulgarian Posts" 

company has been aboved. This directive is mandatory for all Bulgarian judges. Losses for a minimum of 100 

billion euros. Norm is applied Double, Triple Standard regarding proven crimes of ministers, HSE for the benefit 

of private companies. The norm is a proven Double Standard, even a Triple Standard with a proven crime. 

Obviously, the prosecutors of the chief prosecutor Filchev, associate professor Boris Velchev, Sotir Tsatsarov 

and Ivan Geshev have spread an umbrella over persons close to the mafia- Sofia City Court judge Yordanka 

Borisova Mollova and her brother, lawyer Hristo Borisov Mollov, for theft of gaming machines and bingo 

equipment worth millions of euros. 
 

I.e. evidence pushed up the Umbrella by Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and his prosecutors over Yordanka 

Mollova and her brother and the prosecutors of Chief Prosecutor Ivan Geshev. The standard is the application of 

double proof, even a triple standard, obviously a pushed Umbrella by the prosecutors of Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan 

Geshev- prosecutor Mariyana Stankova, Dochev, Nina Yaneva, Boyan Balev, Daniela Dimitrova, Tsankov over 

Private Executor Georgi Sykov Dichev, PSI Ivan Todorov Cholakov, CSI Nedyalka Kovacheva for theft, 

misappropriation, return of money to an advertised buyer in execution cases- millions OF Euros. 
 

Norm is a tight Umbrella, Double and Triple Standard in a prosecutor's office, which actually doesn't investigate 

a crime of Emil Kyulev Okral properties through notary Rumen Dimitrov for zero cents, properties worth over 

600 million Euros, real property and the heirs and owners of 194 predecessors. this inaction and a straight 

Umbrella and a military, even triple standard has been even since 2005. And it continues until the moment. 

Norm is an Umbrella drawn by the prosecutor's office over judges and heads of courts, criminal lawlessness and 

criminal inaction, double standards, for missing cases in SRS, SGs, KOS for tens of millions of euros for 

properties, companies. Norm is the inaction of prosecutors and personally notified Sotir Tsatsarov and personally 

notified the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev about the outrages in the Sofia Graski Court, the Sofia Court of 

Appeal, the Supreme Court of Cassation- violation of the laws by judges, failure to fulfill the same laws by 

judges, falsification of the laws by judges, support of judges of banks, insurers- in violation of any laws of the 

Directives of the European Union, which are mandatory for judges, of judges from the Sofia Court of Appeal- 

Kutzkotsa, St. Mihailov and Dezkidurgi. Non-implementation of a mandatory directive for road traffic accident 

victims directive of 2005. of the European Union and the commission- damages for over 17 million euros, 

judges from the Sofia Court of Appeal such as Asya Sabeva, Daniela Doncheva, Kutskova, ELIzabet Petrova, 

Boykinov, Ivanov, Kemanov and dozens of others who contested the case of one individual M .D. and 

companies represented by him in the Sofia City Court, instead of going to court, confirm the termination of 

cases. He lost more than 900 million euros. 
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Proven Umbrella of prosecution over mafia people. Disappeared complaints at the time of the city prosecutor of 

Sofia Nishkolai Kokinov and his deputy Roman Vasilev for coercion by ministers Petar Dimitrov and dozens of 

others- losses of over 150 million euros. No reaction from the Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov. Proved fraud 

through the judges Hitrov and dozens of prosecutors of the entire factory "Record" JSC Gorna Oryahovitsa for 

zero cents from the mafia. It lost more than 35 million euros. Preparation of illegal notarial deeds by a notary 

from Burgas for the benefit of Anastas Anastasov- property theft through the courts and the Supreme Court, 

Burgas District Court and Burgas District Court for zero cents. Loss of over €250,000. Crimes were committed 

by the courts Simeon Mihov, Khandzhiev, Dilyana Yordanova, Zlatina Ivanova, Rumyana Mankova from the 

courts in Burgas in favor of the above theft- losses of over 250,000 euros. The norm is. the Umbrella is taken 

over people close to the mafia by the prosecutor's office- a main form of mafiotization of the prosecutor's office - 

the prosecutors of Tsatsarov and Ivat Geshev do not bring charges for the theft of private land of 2.9 million 

cubic meters of the mass with which the tass was built of Sofia?!?! 
 

The norm is a double, even triple standard, an Umbrella drawn over obviously proven violations by the 

prosecutors of Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Chief Prosecutor Ivan Geshev over Private Bailiff Stoyan 

Yakimov. The norm is the filing of charges by the prosecutor against innocent citizens with the purpose of 

harassment and destruction- mainly a tool of the mafiotization in the prosecutor's office. Criminal lawlessness, 

order, racket, coercion. 
 

- Prosecutor Kostadinova from the Sofia District Prosecutor's Office is bringing charges against a person who 

did not commit crimes - she was assisted by the police officers Ivo Savov, Vandova, and false examinations by 

the person from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Damyan Georgiev. The person is acquitted because he is 

innocent. 

- Prosecutor Stankova brings charges against PSI and puts her in investigative custody for. 

24 hours in prison, provided that the PSI has returned property to his own, which property has been illegally 

used by a cop for more than 25 years. The judge in the Sofia City Court apologizes to the PSI - a former crippled 

judge. Losses of health, reproductive functions and much more. 

- Prosecutor Stankova brings charges after real fraud according to the prosecutor's file. 

- Prosecutor Daniela Dimitrova and prosecutor Janeva bring charges based on expertise. 

Frauds that in violation of the Laws and Regulations of this country, brings charges after fabrications and frauds 

- By order of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the mafia. 

- Prosecutor Silyanavo indicts an honest man - in the final account the judges from 

District Court Sofia and Supreme court of cassation stand up and apologize to the victim. 

- Prosecutor from SGP Popkolev, Dochev and dozens of others are stretching an umbrella over the criminal PSE 

from the mafia damaged the state budget by more than 18 million euros, stretched an umbrella over private 

companies and their owners in thefts of property of a state company– for tens of millions of euros. 
 

Norm is The prosecutors of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev legalize 

clearly and proven crimes committed by the deputy. The President of the Supreme Court of Cassation Krasimir 

Vlahov- already a constitutional judge- appoints judges himself to hear cases without using the electronic 

random selection system for more than 6 / six / years. He issues acts in the Supreme Court, even though he has 

never applied to be a judge in the Supreme Court- all his acts are null. The norm is the prosecutors of Sotir 

Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev and the specialized prosecutors of the Specialized Prosecutor's Office legalize the 

crimes committed by judges- legalized by judges theft of private inheritance properties for the benefit of the 

capital municipality with Mayor Fandkova, Sofian Mayor Bortsi, Mayor Evoni Boyko. 
 

The norm is the prosecutors of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the current chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev 

and the prosecutors from the specialized prosecutor's office have put an Umbrella on judges Miolen Vasilev, 

Aleksanadr Emilov Angelov, Zhenika Mifaylova, Zhanin Sidarova, Galabina Gencheva, who legalize the theft of 

private heritage property for the benefit of stolichan municipality for tens of million Euros. Norm is The 

prosecutors of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev legalize the termination 
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and disappearance of cases against banks for hundreds of millions of Euros, insurers for tens of millions of 

Euros, for stolen properties and factories for tens of millions of euros - properties stolen by Emil Kyulev for 600 

million euros, case against Unicredit Ublabnk for USD 230 million, against UBB Bank, SeaBank for Eur 1.5 

million, for Eur 250 billion, Disappearing cases for properties of private ownership stolen from the capital 

municipality with mayor first Stephan Sofianski, then with mayor Boyko Borisov, then by Mayor Fandakova, 

issued acts of municipal ownership for private properties. which is theft. 

 

7. The neo-library neo-fascist mafia in private enforcement with the chairman of the Chamber 

of Private Bailiffs  PEA Georgi Saykov Dichev and Ivan Khadjiivanov and the inaction and 

support of this mafia from the USA and the European Jaseuz and the European Commission 

with presidents Barroso, Jean Claude Juncker and Ursula von der Leyen and the former 

Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany and the current Scholz 

7.1. What is the norm in Bulgaria in private court proceedings and the judicial system?!?!?! 

The Prosecutor's Office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev as a tool for 

concealment, stretching a triumvirate over the PSI from the mafia who committed crimes. It is norm for 

prosecutors to raise an umbrella over proven crimes by Private Bailiffs of the Mafia embezzlement of hundreds 

of thousands of euros, fraud and theft of hundreds of thousands of euros. It is the norm for prosecutors to tighten 

their grip on the crimes committed by the PEA from the mafia- amended protocol for public sale and 

replacement of a person who did not pay a deposit to earn the seller. It is norm for prosecutors to put a veil over 

Pribate Enforcement Agent / PEA / Dichev from the mafia, who for more than a year did not provide a contact 

regime for a father with his son, because the mother is a judge and sent their common son 280 kilometers from 

Sofia. 
 

It is norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over PEA Cholakov from the mafia, who for ten years did not 

provide a contact regime for a father with his son. It is norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella to the PEA 

Kovacheva from the mafia, which transferred BGN 712,000 from the special account of another PEA Cholakov, 

without having the rights and powers to do so to another PEA- real theft and misappropriation of the money 

since 2010. It is norm for prosecutors to extend the umbrella of the PEA who is from the mafia, who returns 

BGN 700,000 to a buyer who bought a property at a fake public sale, and who receives the property without 

money. It is norm for prosecutors to put a lid on PEA, which has unjustly enriched itself and embezzled 

hundreds of thousands of euros from a debtor. The norm is for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over a state 

bailiff who has embezzled money from a debtor twice the amount owed by the debtor. 
 

Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PEA who is from the mafia. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an 

umbrella over PEA former state bailiff, who was an agent of State Security, who continuously commits fraud. 

Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PEA from the mafia for more than 15 years for the 

embezzlement of hundreds of thousands of euros. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over the PEA from 

the mafia, which forecloses properties of companies that are not debtors to a debtor and causes losses of over 3 

million euros. It is norm for prosecutors to pull over the PEA from the mafia, which stole more than BGN 

700,000 from a creditor in a system. It is norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over PEA Cholakov and 

Cholakova from the mafia who, with death threats and threats from bandits, makes a creditor sign documents 

with which the creditor will be robbed of hundreds of thousands of euros of his money. It is norm for prosecutors 

to extend an umbrella over the PEA from the mafia, which threatens extortionists and steals their money- 

hundreds of thousands of euros. 
 

It is norm for prosecutors to extend the umbrella of the PEA from a mobster who initiated an enforcement case 

based on fraud and illegally issued a writ of execution for millions of euros. Norm is a prosecutor and close to 

the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Geshev to delay the initiation of pre-trial proceedings against PEA 

from the mafia, which has embezzled hundreds of thousands of euros, for more than 13 years. Norm is a 

prosecutor to refuse to initiate pre-trial proceedings against the PEA and a lawyer and a money thief as an 

organized criminal group for stealing hundreds of thousands of euros from a creditor. Norm is prosecutors and 
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the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to 

disenfranchise the PEA from the mafia who, despite being banned, carry out commercial activity, because the 

PEA does not have the right to commercial activity by law. The norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's 

office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to deprive the PEA of 

their rights - from the mafia that carries out commercial activities and gives money on credit to claimants with 

the ultimate goal of robbing them. Norm is a prosecutor to refuse to initiate pre-trial proceedings against the PEA 

and a lawyer and a money thief as an organized criminal group for stealing hundreds of thousands of euros from 

a creditor. 
 

Norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief 

prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to disenfranchise the PEA from the mafia who, despite being banned, carry out 

commercial activity, because the PEA does not have the right to commercial activity by law. The norm is 

prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor 

Ivan Geshev, not to deprive the PEA of their rights- from the mafia that carries out commercial activities and 

gives money on credit to claimants with the ultimate goal of robbing them. The norm is prosecutors and the 

entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief Prosecutor Ivan Geshev, to refuse 

to initiate pre-trial proceedings against the PEA from the mafia, who prepared a fake seal of another ČSI and 

stamped a decree for awarding which entered the looting of property for millions of euros. 

 

7.2. The prosecutor's office in union with the PEAs from the mafia such as PEA Dichev and other PEA, as 

a tool of the mafia for repression against honest PEAs with the aim of ruining human lives, depriving 

them of rights as PEAs and at the same time pushing an Umbrella over the PEAs of the mafia 

The norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief 

prosecutor Ivan Geshev to prepare a false charge of fraud against the PEA- which does not belong to the mafia. 

Norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief 

prosecutor Ivan Geshev to indict for things that are not a violation against the PEA- who does not belong to the 

mafia, with the ultimate goal of depriving him forever of his rights as the PEA- prosecutor Mariana Stankova, 

Nina Yaneva, Daniela Dimitrova. 
 

Norm is the prosecutors, the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief 

prosecutor Ivan Geshev to file charges based on reports of the chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Dichev- 

signals with false data and fraud, with the aim of ruining human lives and depriving the honest PEA of their 

rights- prosecutors Bayan Balev, Mariyana Stankova, Kostadinova, Nina Yaneva, Daniela Dimitrova. The norm 

is prosecutors, the entire prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan 

Geshev to press charges based on reports of the chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Dichev- reports with false 

data and fraud, with the aim of ruining human lives and after years the judges should apologize to the victim for 

this racket. It is the norm for prosecutors Bayan Balev to initiate pre-trial proceedings only based on a tip 

without evidence and after people and the mafia entered his cabin. It is norm for prosecutor Marijana Stankavo 

to file a complaint with the PEA that she entered a decree for assignment, provided that such act is entered by the 

announced buyer and not by the PEA. It is the norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over the PEA, which 

has unjustly enriched itself and embezzled money from a debtor. 
 

The norm is for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over a state bailiff who has embezzled money from a debtor 

twice the amount owed by the debtor. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PSI who is from the 

mafia. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PEA, a former state bailiff who was an agent of State 

Security. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over PEA from the mafia for more than 15 years for the 

embezzlement of hundreds of thousands of euros. Norm is a prosecutor to extend an umbrella over the PEA from 

the mafia, which forecloses properties of companies that are not debtors to a debtor and causes losses of over 3 

million euros. It is norm for prosecutors to pull over the PEA from the mafia, which stole more than BGN 

700,000 from a creditor in a system. It is norm for prosecutors to extend an umbrella over the PEA from the 

mafia, which with death threats and threats from bandits makes a creditor sign documents with which the 

creditor will be robbed of hundreds of thousands of euros of his money.  It is norm for prosecutors t  o extend an 
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umbrella over the PEA from the mafia, which threatens extortionists and steals their money - hundreds of 

thousands of euros. It is norm for prosecutors to extend the umbrella of the PEA from a mobster who initiated an 

enforcement case based on fraud and illegally issued a writ of execution for millions of euros. 
 

Norm is a prosecutor to delay the initiation of pre-trial proceedings against PEA from the mafia, which has 

embezzled hundreds of thousands of euros, for more than 13 years. Norm is a prosecutor to refuse to initiate pre-

trial proceedings against the PEA and a lawyer and a money thief as an organized criminal group for stealing 

hundreds of thousands of euros from a creditor. The norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of the 

chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to disenfranchise the PSI from the 

mafia who, despite being banned, carry out commercial activities. Norm is prosecutors and the entire 

prosecutor's office of the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, not to deprive 

the PSI of their rights - from the mafia that carries out commercial activities and gives money on credit to 

claimants with the ultimate goal of robbing them. The norm is prosecutors and the entire prosecutor's office of 

the chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev, to refuse to initiate pre-trial 

proceedings against the PEA from the mafia, who prepared a fake seal of another ČSI and stamped a decree for 

awarding which entered the looting of property for millions of euros. The norm is no justice, no justice. 
 

The norm is when the prosecutor knowingly wrongly implements the law, for example the prosecutors Marijana 

Stankova, Yaneva, Dimitrova, Balev, who raise accusations that the PEA sold properties that it foreclosed on 

30.08.2007. of public sold during the beginning of 2008, provided that after the foreclosure on 30.08.2007. 

Kremikovtsi sold them to third parties on 02.11.2007. and 09.09.2007 despite the foreclosure of the properties- 

i.e. there is a proven crime by the employees of Kremikovtsi, but for these prosecutors it is not a crime- that of 

"Kremikovtsi". The norm is when the prosecutor deliberately does not cite the law, when the prosecutor 

deliberately mistreats the law, prosecutor Stankova, Dimitrova, Yaneva mix old Code of Criminal Procedure 

with new Code of Criminal Procedure, when the prosecutor knowingly wrongly mixes laws- same as above- 

prosecutor Yaneva mixes old Code of Criminal Procedure with new Code of Civil Procedure, when prosecutor 

knowingly erroneously replaces and adds laws. Norm is when the prosecutor knowingly mishandles undisputed 

evidence, which is not in his favor. Norm is when the prosecutor deliberately does not even comment on 

indisputable written evidence- crimes committed by other persons- prosecutor Stankova, Dimitrova, Yaneva, 

The norm is when the prosecutor knowingly does not implement an effective court decision. 
 

The norm is when prosecutors have extended an Umbrella, a double standard in the theft of land from private 

lands 2015-March 2016 for the construction of Sofia's "Northern Tangent"- a double standard, a extended 

Umbrella. It is norm when prosecutors of the chief prosecutors Assoc. Boris Velchev, Sotir Tsatsarov, Ivan 

Geshev push up the Umbrella for crimes committed by Prime Minister Sergey Stanishev and Prime Minister 

Boyko Borisov who gave private land on a concession for 35 years. Norm is a stretched umbrella of the 

prosecutor's office under Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Chief Prosecutor Ivan Geshev for stealing land 

from companies close to the mafia. Norm is a stretched umbrella over judges, ministers, prime ministers. Norm 

is a stretched umbrella, a double standard by prosecutors Mariyana Stankova, Ina Yaneva, Boyan Balev, 

Tsankov, Dimitrova from the Sofia City Prosecutor's Office over proven crimes of Private Bailiffs- PEA  such as 

Georgi Dichev, Ivan Cholakov, Nedyalka Kovacheva, Stoyan Yakimov, Bizinski and dozens of others. Norm is 

the ministry of justice under Ministers Hristo Ivanovy Petkova, Zlatanova, Tetska Tsacheva, Danail Kirilov, 

Ahladova, Prof. Yanaki Stoilov, as an instrument for covering crimes committed by the Mafia's PEA, stretching 

an umbrella over the Mafia's PEA. 
 

Department of justice as a tool for stupiding on crime committed by mafia police. It is the norm for ministers 

such as Tsetska Tsacheva, Danail Kirilov, Ahladova, Prof. Yanaki Stoilov, Nadezha Yordanova, not to delete the 

private bailiffs Stoyan Yakimov, Tsacheva, and ACEV, as CSOs because they carry out commercial activities. 

The norm is that inspectors and ministers of justice, such as those cited above, should not take any actions, 

checks against the mfia and cover up their crimes. It is the norm for inspectors and ministers of justice not to 

take measures against the PEA from the mafia who have embezzled hundreds of thousands of euros, who have 

committed particularly large-scale fraud, who have robbed creditors of hundreds of thousands of euros. It is the 
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norm for the inspector and ministers of justice not to take measures against the PEA- who has confiscated the 

properties of companies where the debtor is only a natural person. It is the norm for inspectors and ministers of 

justice not to take measures against state Bailiffs who have forced a debtor to pay the same obligation twice and 

rob him of tens of thousands of Euros. It is the norm for inspectors and ministers of justice not to induce any 

disciplinary proceedings against PEAs from the mafia PEA Dichev, PEA Yakimov, PEA Bizinski, PEA 

Tsacheva, PEA Stefan Petrov, PEA Alexander Dachev and dozens of others. 

 

7.3. Ministry of justice as a body of repression against honest PSI based on complaints and reports from 

people close to the mafia 

Ministry of Justice as a repressive neo-liberal neo-fascist body to institute disciplinary proceedings against PSI 

without any violations in order to punish and deprive them of rights. The ministry that prepares false reports and 

initiates disciplinary proceedings against the PEA, provided that in the complaints of the individuals from the 

mafia not even one enforcement deleo is cited, according to which there are violations. 

 

7.4. Schemes of repression of the neoliberal neo-fascist mafiotism of the Chairman of the Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry PEA Dichev and his friends in 

the Council of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 

the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Chamber 

of Commerce and Industry of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry - the goal is to destroy the 

inconvenient merchandise and merchant of the mafia 

First Option- scheme of the order of the mafia PEA Dichev and the council of the Chamber of ChSI: for 

repression through the prosecutor's office and prosecutors of the mafia under the chief prosecutors Sotir 

Tsatsarov, associate professor Boris Velchev and Ivan Geshev. 
 

1. Signal from the PSI Dichev The Council of the Chamber of the PEA to the Prosecutor's Office - to the 

Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov, to the Chief Prosecutor Associate Professor Boris Velchev and to the 

prosecutors personal acquaintances of the PEA Dichev - Prosecutor Mariyana Stankova, Prosecutor 

Boyan Balev, Prosecutor Ochev Prosecutor Tsankov, Prosecutor Nina Yaneva and dozens of other 

prosecutors, into whose offices SI Dichev enters without hindrance whenever he wants and wants. 

2. A prosecutor serving the mafia initiates criminal proceedings against the innocent immediately, even just 

on a signal, without any written evidence, without any written evidence. The goal is to get a criminal 

case in court, and then have a precisely designated judge serving the mob convict the judge and disclose 

him totally as a private Bailiff. 

3. The journalist Valya Ahchieva makes a television show on Bulgarian National Television and broadcasts 

it, using the lies and slanders spread by politicians such as Ivo Savov, Vandova, Vladimirova and others 

from the National Police - policemen who are from the mafia and serve the orders of the mafia. 

4. A journalist from the mafia publishes in a weekly or daily newspaper these lies again, for example in the 

banker newspaper, and other newspapers 

The purpose of destroying human lives. 

 

Second Option - through complaints by subsidiary persons against a certain PEA, a disciplinary case should be 

instituted against him, with which he will be deprived of rights. 
 

1. PEA Dichev makes people- claimants or debtors in enforcement cases with removal remarks Private 

Bailiff to write complaints against the certain ČSI. Faithful friends of PEA Dichev, such as Krasimir 

Mollov and others, are used as complainants. 

2. After that, a report is prepared- a fraud, a document with false content and with lies and incorrect data, 

and based on this report, which is not provided to the sanctioned ISI, the Council of the Chamber of the 

National Institute of Internal Affairs and Communications with the chairman of the Institute of Internal 

Affairs and Communications PEA Dichev and Ivan Hadjiivanov makes a decision to form of a 

disciplinary case with a penalty of disqualification as a Private Bailiff. 

3. After that, the disciplinary panel confirms the insane decision of the council of commerce- the mafia. 
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4. After that, the mafia in the chamber of the PEA with the chairman PEA Dichev and PEA Ivan 

Khadjiivanov in an agreement with the judges of the Supreme Court of Cassation, determine judges 

close to them to hear the case in the Supreme Court of Cassation after burning by the PSI and 

accordingly confirm the decision of the Council of the Chamber . Repression, harassment- neo-fascism 

and the mafia are legalized in the Chamber of Public Security. 

 

Third Option- through a complaint to the ministry of Justice and using the inspectors who serve the mafia. 
 

1. Filing a complaint report to the Ministry of Justice- to the inspectors who serve the mafia and have 

personal contact and relationship with PEA Dichev. 

2. From there, on the basis of lies and slanders, a disciplinary case is requested against the designated PSI 

in the Chamber of PSI with the corresponding punishment. 

3. Then, through the mafia connections in the Supreme Court of Cassation, the Supreme Court judges 

confirm the sentence. 

      

Fourth Option– Repression through the National Revenue Agency for audits. 

1. The Chairman of the Chamber of PEA Dichev sued with false documents and real lies and slanders The 

National Revenue Agency sued them for unreal things, on the basis of which the mafia in the NRA, with 

which ČSI Dichev has direct contact, formed audits against the ČSI targeted for repression and their 

entire families and all relatives. 

The ultimate goal- Preparation of an audit report by the National Revenue Agency, with which they oblige the 

designated PSI to pay real "Undue Taxes" in hundreds of BGN. 

 

Fifth Option- multiple unreal appeals by fake persons with the purpose of punishment of the defended PSI to 

many punishments, in order to finally demand the deprivation of the defended PSI forever as a private bailiff. In 

this way, he cannot be a lawyer and cannot even act as a lawyer- I.e. this is a system and a complete ruin of the 

life of the defendant PSI. 

Very often such PEAs die after this harassment- PEA Apostolov from Plovdiv, PEA Georgiev from Pazardzhik. 

The cherry of the cake. The judges of the Supreme Court of Cassation carry out the order of the mafia against the 

targeted PEA for removal, for deprivation of rights. 

 

7.5. The repression and the lack of morals of the chairman of the Chamber of PEA and PEA Georgi 

Dichev, chairman since 2006 with small interruptions and the members of the Council of the Chamber 

of PEA Elitsa Hristova, PEA Tanya Madzharova, PEA Ivan Hadzhiivanov, PEA Tsebova, PEA T. 

Kolev, PEA Cholakov, PEA Alexander Dachev, PEA Vasil Nedyalkov, PEA Stoyan Yakimov, PEA 

Mariana Kirova , PEa Georgi Georgiev, PEA Natalia Dangova, PEA Georgi Tsekleov, PEA Irina 

Hristova, PEA Krastyo Angelov, PEA Stefan Gorchev, PEA Ivaylo Iliev Iliev, PEA Totko Kolev, PEA 

Elitsa Hristova Tsebova, PEA Ivan Hadjiivanov, PEA Nikola Popov, PEA Rosen Sirakov , To PEA 

Marian Petkov, PEA Delyan Nikolov , PEA Viktor Georgiev, PEA Tsacheva, PEA Anadolieva, PEA 

Haladzova 

1. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Georgi Dichev, he receives information about 

claimants and debtors from the register of enforcement cases filed with the PEA M.G. and forces these 

claimants and debtors to write complaints- unfounded, full of slander and lies against PEA M.G. with the 

ultimate goal of the Council of the Chamber to institute disciplinary proceedings for the purpose of 

repression, extortion, coercion, with the ultimate goal of depriving PEA M.G. of rights as a private bailiff - 

despite the fact that PEA M.G. there are no violations. This is harassment that has been going on for more 

than 13 years. 

2. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA PSI Georgi Dichev, he receives information about 

claimants and debtors from the register of enforcement cases filed with the PEA M.G. and makes a creditor 

who has filed an enforcement case for 100,000 euros against an insurer to take his enforcement list and 

despite all the actions taken by the PEA M.G. to cause her losses from fees- tens of thousands of euros. 
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3. On the orders of the Chairman of the Chamber of PEA Georgi Dichev, he ordered the businessman Krasimir 

Mollov, the manager of several companies that have acquired properties of the state company "Main 

Directorate of Construction and Reconstruction", buildings and recreation centers and properties for millions 

of euros only for hundreds thousands of euros, to write a complaint with defams and lies. This is harassment 

that has been going on for more than 13 years. 

4. On the order of the Chairman of the Chamber of PEA Georgi Dichev Krasimir Mollov to write a complaint 

to the Prosecutor's Office. 

5. On the order of the Chairman of the Chamber of PEA Georgi Dichev to refer the National Revenue Agency 

and the Prosecutor's Office with fabricated lies and slander against PEA M.G. to violations that do not 

correspond to the reality and by agreement with the prosecutors of the Sofia City Prosecutor's Office and the 

chief prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Eshev, charges will be brought against ČSI M.G. because she 

entered a decree for assignment in the registration agency, which is not true, because the buyer of the 

property, by law, registers the sub-decree for assignment after a public sale in the Registry Agency. 

6. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Georgi Dichev. With the arrangement with prosecutor 

Mariyana Stankova from the Sofisika City Prosecutor's Office, criminal proceedings were initiated against 

Nabeden Chsi-Chesten, who does not belong to the mafia, and who should be detented in arrest on fictitious 

accuses. 

7. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the Chamber of Public Prosecutors of the PEA Georgi Dichev, 

the same with an arrangement with the prosecutor Boyan Balev, owning houses and apartments for millions 

of levs, which he cannot prove with his actual salary as a prosecutor, to bring charges only on a complaint 

without any evidence, without no documents against PEA M.G. on the same day when a complaint is filed in 

the prosecutor's office without any evidence. 

8. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Georgi Dichev,; in agreement with the chief 

prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and Ivan Gevesh and the statesman, the Prime Minister, to raise a fictional 

accusation with the ultimate purpose of properties purchased and paid through the banking way to be stolen 

and become the property of the state principality of the Dobrev Halachev Dynasty- a constitutional 

monarchy. 

9. On the order of the Chairman of the Chamber of PEA Georgi Dichev, he persuaded the person Nikolai 

Neikov to file a complaint against PEA M.G. because he and his company were robbed. According to the 

signal of the Chamber of PEA Dichev and the PEA Krastyo Angelov, PEA Stefan Gorchev, PEA Ivaylo 

Iliev Iliev, PEA Totko Kolev, PEA Elitsa Hristova Tsebova, PEA Ivan Hadjiivanov, PEA Nikola Popov, 

PEA Rosen Sirakov, PEA Marian Petkov, PEA Delyan Nikolov, PEA Viktor Georgie They always submit 

signals with fictitious violations to the prosecutor's office in order to form a criminal case. Case against PEA 

M.G. Once again, everything turns out to be a lie. 

10. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Georgi Dichev Snezhanka Dimitrova Dobreva for 

fraud and theft of money BGN 100,000 against the PEA M.G. and M.D., and everything is fiction and a lie, 

with the ultimate purpose of repression by the police and prosecutor's office. 

11. On the order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA PSI Georgi Dichev, a freemason prof "academic" 

former agent of state security and agent of the main intelligence department of Russia - a man who ruined 

hundreds and thousands of lives with his denunciations continuously files complaints against the PSI M.G. 

for non-existent violations, with the express purpose of wanting to deprive her of rights as a PEA. And an 

agreement with the ministry of justice without the complaint containing a specific violation in a specific 

enforcement case - to initiate a disciplinary case. 

12. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Georgi Dichev d\s objective to be deprived of the PEA 

M.G. of rights for a year from with the agreement with the mafia of the judges of the Supreme Court with 

the chairman Prof. Lazar Gruev- who wrote "books against corruption"- and the subsequent chairman of the 

Supreme Court of Cassation- judge Lozan Panov, and the violation was drawn up with a notarial power of 

attorney from PEA M.G . to M.D. to receive and submit documents in banks, and state institutions, 

municipalities. 
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13. By order of the Chairman of the Chamber of the PEA Georgi Dichev with an agreement with the Deputy 

Chairman of the Supreme Court Judge Krasimir Vlahov appointed 2012 as deputy. Adm. head of the 

Supreme Court of Justice who to appoint a judge in a disciplinary case, a judge close to the mafia, without 

any random distribution of the cases electronically, with the ultimate goal of being convicted of PEA M.G. 

for violations that she did not commit. 

14. On the orders of the PSI Dichev and he prepared reports representing fraud and forgeries with the ultimate 

goal of the council of the chamber under his influence and pressured to initiate disciplinary proceedings for 

deprivation of rights as the PEA of the PEA M.G. 

 

7.6. Case study- order- repression- preparation of false reports- neo-liberal neo-fascist mafia harassment 

and repression by the Council of the Chamber of PEA and its presidents PEA Dichev and PEA Ivan 

Hadjiivanov- people from the deep mafia, over whose actions, lawlessness the prosecutors of the 

general prosecutor have stretched an umbrella Sotir Tsatsarov and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev 

and the former chief prosecutor Associate Professor Boris Velchev over "a raider not belonging to the 

mafia" PSI6. The pushed Umbrella by the Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov and the Chief Prosecutor 

Ivan Geshev and the prosecutors Mariyana Stankova, Nina Yaneva, Daniela Dimitrova, Docho 

Dochev, Boyan Balev over a proven crime by the Chairman of the Public Prosecutor's Office Georgi 

Dichev and a stretched umbrella from 2009 until 2022 

To the head of the SGP- prosecutor Emilia Rusinova. Refusal of the prosecutors to investigate crimes committed 

by the chamber's council of CHI, CHSI Dichev- open support and legalization of the crimes committed by PEA 

Dichev, the chamber council for neoliberal neo-fascist repression for ruining human lives. 

  

7.7. Permitted and proven fraud and theft of hundreds of thousands of Euros- over 390,000 euros by an 

organized criminal group PEA Radost Cholakova and PEA Ivan Todorov Cholakov, close friends of 

the chairman of the PEA Dichev and PEA Hadjiivanov 

Proven inaction by the chamber of the PEA, the Ministry of Justice, the ministers Prof. Yanaki Stoilov, 

Nadezhda Yordanova, Krum Zarkov and the inspectors in the Ministry of Justice, as well as the inaction and the 

tension of the Umbrella of the PEA Ivan Todorov Cholakov by the prosecutor's office and the chief prosecutor 

Ivan Geshev. 

 

7.8. The European Commission and the European Union with presidents Baroso, Jean Claude Juncker, 

and Ursula von der Leyen, the National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria, Minister-President 

Boyko Borisov, Ministers of Justice Hristo Ivanov, Tsetska Tsacheva, Danail Kirilov, Ahladova, Prof. 

Yanaki Stoilov, Nadezhda Yordanova in support of the mafia in private judicial enforcement 

Despite the countless signals to the European Commission and the European Union and the European 

Parliament, and the National Assembly and evidence of the mafia in the private judicial execution, in the 

lawlessness committed by the chairman and PSI Georgi Sajkov Dichev and precisely determined PEAs by the 

mafia, these institutions are treated this mafia. And on the contrary, despite the indisputable evidence of crimes 

committed by the PEA, which actually belong to the mafia, there are no actions by the Ministers of Justice 

Hristo Ivanov, Pavlova, Tsetska Tsacheva, Danail Kirilov, Ahladova, Prof. Yanaki Stoilov, Nadezhda 

Yordanova, no actions by deputies from the National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria, the European 

Commission, the European Union, the European Parliament, the Venice Commission, the European Court of 

Human Rights. 

 

8. Degree of Democracy Formula, Degree of Justice/Injustice, Formula of Corruption, Formula 

of Mafia, Formula of Mafiaism, Formula of Degree of Trust, Formula of Degree of Truth 

Degree of Democracy Formula / 2006 

Democracy= Power - Influence - Relationships - Interests - Order / and - Mafia / mafia structure / internal or 

external / - Monopoly rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures / / freedoms // - possibility to make an 

alternative decision Duty - Responsibility - morality / ethics - observance / application / enforcement of the law by 

judges / prosecutors / statesmen - Control / Sanction - corruption / corrupt practices - information - manipulation - 

structure of society - economy - inequality + obligations - Justice / injustice - Trust / Degree of trust. 
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Formula of Degree of Justice / Injustice 2006- Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva: 

Justice / Injustice= Power + Influence + Relationships + Interests + way / and + Mafia-structured structure / 

internal or external / + Monopoly rights / rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility to make an 

alternative decision - Obligation - Responsibility - morality ethics - observance / application / enforcement of the 

law by judges / prosecutors / statesmen - Control / Sanctions - Corruption - Mafiaization - Trust / Degree of Trust. 

 

The Degree of Justice / Injustice depends on the degree of Mafiotism in a society, the degree of corruption 

among law enforcement and law enforcement agencies, the degree of trust of civil society in all actors in 

government - court, state prosecutor's office, how and whether judges and prosecutors obey the law, enforce the 

law, enforce the law, fail to enforce, break the law. Prosecutor's office, state, municipalities., depends on the 

degree of truth. The degree of democracization of a society depends on the respective Degree of Injustice / 

Justice. 
 

Formula of Corruption 2001- Theory of Corruption- Prof. Momchil Dobrev: 

Corruption= Monopoly rights / rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility to make an alternative 

decision - obligation - responsibility - morality / ethics. 

 

Mafia Formula 2001- Mafia Theory- Prof. Momchil Dobrev: 

Mafia= Power + Influence + Relationships + Interests + Order / And + Mafia structure / internal or external 

structure / + Monopoly rights / rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility to make an alternative 

decision - obligation - responsibility - morality / ethics. 

 

Formula of Mafiotism 2001- Theory of Mafiaism- Prof. Momchil Dobrev: 

Mafiotismus= Personal Power / on the top of the state institutions / state and etc./ + Influence + Connections / to 

personal, private companies + Interests / personal, private, corporative / + Order / Orders + Personal 

Management of all state neveaus + Personal Control of all state niveausMafia structure / inside of or outside / + 

Monopolity Riegths + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility of taking an alternative decision - 

obligation - responsibilities - morality / ethics + Personal management and personal control of distribution of 

public state monetary and another resource. 

 

9. Conclusion 

The specific cases described prove genocide of law, justice, justice and its mafiotization- there is no rule of law 

in Bulgaria. Both the European Union and the European Commission have been informed about this mafia, but 

personally the chancellors of Germany Merkel and Scholz, the president of France Macron, and the prime 

ministers of Great Britain, when the core was part of the European Union, as well as Presidents Obama, Trump, 

and Joe Biden of the USA. There was no reaction, no compliance with the laws of the European community 

treaty, which proves the support of this neoliberal neofascist deep mafia in Bulgaria from the USA and from the 

European Union- and a commission chaired by Barroso, Jean Claude Juncker, Ursula von der Leyen. Apparently 

the USA and the European Commission and the European Union are interested in this mafia and this lawlessness 

in the Republic of Bulgaria. Therefore there are amounts submitted for damages caused for over 250 billion 

Euros. The mafia has a country– Bulgaria!!!! 
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